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There comes a time – before a battle is over – when …
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“A strategic retreat is called for – to marshal our
forces and wait for reinforcements…”
© 2022 by Rose A. Jenkins, editor/
publisher. All rights reserved.
“It is now June, not quite summer,
and we have yet to clear the path to the
river.”
“The ground troops are all in, exhausted,” said the Sergeant.
“Yeah, I know,” growled the Captain,
“but we have to at least get to the River
before it splits down by the gorge,” he
insisted.
Dispatch: Where we are then. The ogres have

taken all the land from Totem to just before
the river breaks into two branches, with one
falling over a rugged drop, the other folding
back across the land. Supply lines are threatened. Yet, there are unreported ways to get
supplies to the front lines… v

A

taken would lead to a better future. Will
“We” take the path leading to that better
future?
If we answer the call to become heroes,
strong, corrective action must be taken, and

we must acknowledge the very real pitfalls
of blind obedience and smug “hive-think.”
(See “Addendum” below.)
Writing as a Working Meditation (with Aside)

As another true seer, C. G. Jung, said
(paraphrasing): Unless and until each of us is
individualized, group dynamics will (try to)
override the impetus of an individual to
become individuated, self-realized. Furthermore, no group (hive) think is greater
than a self-realized individual. In a couple
of words, this is the dynamic of the Aquarian

nd so it is. Truly, humanity has
been at this point only a very few
times in ages past. We’re here

Age: “metaverse” vs. the Individual; the matrix
vs. free sovereign souls.

again because the Cosmic Court has
weighed in and evaluated the multifaceted dilemmas unfolding in super-fast,
super-convoluted time, with time lines
crossing and slapping against each other.

powerful Conductor leading self-realized
individual musicians into ever-greater harmonies and expressiveness; a group of

Is Mankind up to it now? It’s hard to tell with

all the dust being kicked up. But, anyway,
what has always been a puzzle to me – as a
participant and observer – is why the “herd
instinct” should be so prevalent among the
people. Design flaw? Consensus-demanding-fallback to a “belonging” condition,
where conflicts or differences of opinion
are simply wiped out by the prevailing
mindset? Like burning history books: been
done and done. Acceptance into group-mind
comes with a terrible price: individual freedom. Self-induced lobotomy.
Speaking Out, Writer as Prophet Negative
brands of the Aquarian creed involve
forced compliance with a rigidly skewed
mind-set, equivalent to mental prison,
submerging the individual for daring to
speak and think differently about reality
or what passes for it than the rest of the
tribe; for crimes against policies of the
“Thought Police” (á la George Orwell).
Thanks to social media, one is easily managed by an orchestrated “majority” opinion, thus being rejected and silenced in
“cloud land.”
Though famous and acclaimed by
conscious people all over the world,
Orwell’s prophetic work may not be all that
familiar to Americans – and are still aware

of the signiﬁcance of this disturbing book.
Many missed the cultural warning signs
along the way, and here we are at this con-

The mind-sphere of
humanity has produced those who have
seen far and true, releasing warnings,
some describing or hinting at paths that if

flicted crossing.

the Pathfinder…

is an independent, bi-monthly news and inspiration digest representing
the intersection of Spirit, Soul, Mind and Matter – that enlightens,
stimulates, and provides a network of resources for conscious, healthy and
bountiful living. BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS, CONTRIBUTING OR
SUBSCRIBING, you help keep this little Lamp burning.

But the Aquarian paradigm could be
more like an Orchestra with an intuitive,

attuned musicians pulling together to actualize a written piece of music. To my
mind, this would be one of the best
metaphors for the Aquarian Age.
For, without a strong conductor (let’s
say, the Leo component of the Aquarian
age), timing gets thrown off; musical ideas
are not clearly stated or become confused;
cacophony (non-music) results.
Aside: I remember discussions like this that
might have taken place in packed open air
cafés, no masks, spawning one of those colorful philosophical discussions amid coffee
cups. Alas, no more philosophers are hunching
over coffee cups (or other kinds of cups) earnestly engaging each other eye-to-eye, face-toface. Today, we have the tyranny of the tiny
screen, Zooming, “remote” learning. Onedimensional. No gazing into another’s eyes.
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(Call for extension)
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emerge now – because we want it to – instead
of being led, distracted and “managed.”) ◊

Back to Literature (leaving the above argument to other days) literature is envisioning
– and integrating what individuals have
seen, felt and produced, given the fragments
and pieces they have to work with – thus, the
summer edition of Pathﬁnder wants to
focus on the recreational and restorative
potential of the Written Word, and the
enduring joys of reading. For, as Cicero (a
renowned Roman philosopher and scholar)
said: “A room without a book is like a body
without a soul.”
With the power of focused intent, as
in formally writing down our best intentions for ourselves and our fellows, it would
be a useful exercise in creativity if readers
would engage to do just that over the
summer months. In that way, a mindful,
individuated collective may forestall doomsayers, troublemakers and ogres (orcs) who
continue to clog the path, pitching their evil
designs at the heroes doing the work of
Reclamation, Repair and Review by virtue of

a well-needed Retreat. Taking leave…
getting away from trinkets and the usual
distractions. I wish.
Aside: Consider the Declaration of Independence, and the Bill of Rights, both works of formalized thinking that helped prepare a place
wherein we, as individuals, could live and enjoy
life, create and see the fruits of our individual creativity emerge within a harmonious group context –
the “us” in the USa.) n

It’s your Sovereign Right to create
a Better World to live in. Claim it.
— Rose A. Jenkins —
For the Planet

Addendum: The Muscular Arm of Collective Will
‘Arm-ies... what they be good for?
Foreword: Contrary to the view that we really
don’t need armies (or police), there is a very
good reason why we do need them. Consider
the immune system of the body: without a
“good defense,” you don’t have health (and its
corollary, life). There is no peace without its
defenders doing due diligence. Peaceful,
weaponless people are subject to being overrun by those who operate outside Cosmic Law.

Has happened – not only here, but elsewhere
in the galaxy.

ARMIES COULD BE GOOD FOR…
o tackling and taking down organized crime, lawbreakers, evil doers whoever and wherever
they may be – those who put the whole fabric
of life at risk.
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The dire things we see happening don’t
have to happen because a better world could
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o court marshaling Illuminati hierarchy brass (in
all branches of the DOD, NSA), as well as those
infesting other government agencies).
o shutting down planet killing operations (e.g.: the
Chemtrail-op, the Co-vax op and fascistic technopower grabs such as those currently underway).
o stripping toxic black-op projects from legitimate national self-defense preparedness.
o shutting down all bioweapon labs (aka “bio
safety” labs); arresting, executing those responsible for devising more designer pathogens
from killing, harming more people.
o retiring and dismantling dark science installations
and ending DoD “grants”* to universities, colleges, “research facilities,” think tanks, and other
front organiztions (even police departments) which
have used knowledge gained to determine the
best ways to enslave, cripple, intimidate humanity
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« Summer School Civics Class (review) »
Why our Government doesn’t Work:
The Saga of “Corporate Personhood”— a Timeline

Editor’s Foreword: [Above composite created by
me from free clipart sites.] The timeline and

summary below is reprinted from the Sep/Oct
2014 issue of Pathﬁnder. Updated; some
modiﬁcation. ◊ Note: Per the information
below, a railroad president, serving as a Clerk
of the Court in 1886, wrote a note on a previous court ruling leaving open the possibility
that corporations could be considered “persons.” That gave railroad owners (and
ﬁnancers) the leverage they’d been seeking to
avoid the many legal challenges that their
“metal horses” invoked as railroad owners took
land belonging to others with a single stroke.
It took globalist-illuminati schemers 100
years from the time of the Declaration of
Independence to accomplish this takeover.

However, what was done by those excelling
in greedy self-service can be undone by
more enlightened people with a higher,
truer set of values. For when a seam has gone
crooked, it has to be ripped out and resewn…
Supreme Court’s Decisions
Concerning Corporate Personhood
t 1819, Dartmouth College v. Woodward. The
Supreme Court of the United States decided that
a corporate charter is a contract and cannot be
altered by government. This gave corporations

standing under the Constitution, a status they
did not previously enjoy.
t 1868, Black males protected, through the newly

enacted 14th Amendment: “...nor shall any State
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.” In this amendment, corporations thought
they had found a loose board in the henhouse…

t 1868 to 1886 – Corporations argued unsuccessfully
… that they were entitled to privileges and immunities
under Article IV of the Constitution and to all the protections provided to black males under the due
process clause of the 14th Amendment. But the pos-

sibility of women’s suffrage stood in the way. If
corporations were granted these protections,
SCOTUS would have to consider giving women
the right to vote under the same due process
clause. So, corporate ambition temporarily took a
back seat —next to women.
t 1886 – Corporations, particularly railroad [executives kept] hammering away, trying to get the Supreme
Court to recognize them as “natural persons” under the
law [editor’s quotes].
[Then in 1886], in a headnote to the Court’s
decision in Santa Clara County v. The Southern
Pacific Railroad, there was “evidence,” [editor’s
quotes] written by a clerk of court (who had been a
railroad president), that the Supreme Court in fact
“believed” [editor’s quotes] that corporations were
natural persons, like human beings. Headnotes have
no force in law, but this one has been “mistakenly”
[Ed’s quotes] cited in cases since 1886 as the precedent corporations had been seeking. …

t 1889 – The Supreme Court rules a corporation is a
“person” entitled to both due process and equal protection. (See how this decision informed the SCOTUS in Citizens United, below.)

t 2010 – SCOTUS* decided that restricting campaign ﬁnance contributions (by corporations or
unions) was illegal. The stupidity of that decision
taken to its extreme is that: if you have money, you
can “speak”; if you don’t, you are “dumb,” as in
unable to speak. ◊ See Citizens United, below.
Also see “Railroad Expansion and Banks,” pg 11. n

Editor’s postscript ~
Foreword: Exploring this sequence of events,

it took a lot of planning and waiting for the
right legal ingredients to be assembled
before the Corporate Monster would be

particularly
since the 1886 decision by the SCOTUS –
that corporations could be given “personhood” status. (See timeline above.)
past couple of hundred years,

and destroy nature through intentional “hacks.”
*Aside: Bribes. Military inroads into major colleges and universities through grants have
made prostitutes out of Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, John Hopkins, Stanford, and many
others. The “basic research” they were contracted to do was passed through to corporations
(globalists) to profit from and control the

They, and others, are
guilty of perverting science which was then
used by globalists to commit crimes against
humanity. The evidence is shrieking ghostly
condemnation from its victims.
resultling technology.

mighty Service to the Planet – a massive rescue
operation. Those of whatever walk of life who

are aware of and attuned to the engineered

BECAUSE ! —

This is he first step and can be taken by any con-

• The feeble will of the people needs bolstering,
as in freeing slaves.
• Our political system is, in fact, FASCIST.
• Capitalism has been given the sanctity and leeway
granted to “religion.” Global capitalism for all
intents and purposes is synonymous with Baal
worship (who demanded total subservience to
the “ruling” elite, and required blood – human
sacriﬁce – offering up millions of people into the
crushing jaws of its unceasing greed and desire
to control all life. The Wallstreet bull symbol-

izes Baal. Duh.
•

Unchecked global capitalism leads to PLANET
DEATH.

THAT’S why.

totally corrupted by the “personhood” concept

tice, fairness, or a technology is invented

conferred upon corporations.v

calamities woven

scious being. Be one.

Conclusion So, we don’t need more “fact-

ﬁnding” or “more evidence” gathering exercises: We need summary action against those
intent upon world and human destruction.
Removal of Baal worshippers (Luciferians) is a
primary way of accomplishing this noble goal.
It boils down to this: Who do you Serve?

The forces of Light — or the forces of Darkness.

(Yes, binary. The Universe is electro-magnetic,
an atomic duality.) If you reject the choice (for
whatever reason), you automatically lose.

Meanwhile, as Messenger, I’ve done my

No Blaming the Messenger! Impotence in

part – to spell out to Pathﬁnder Readers

our collective life, lack of courage, enfeeble-

about the consequences of failing to take

ment of our minds and bodies has served as

your power and use it wisely in this make-

the foundation for all that has occurred in the

or-break decision time. n

fails.

Citizens United Decision rehash
u Corrective Surgery Needed
© by John Dunbar (Oct. 18, 2012)
Material obtained from publicintegrity.org
/politics/the-citizens-united-decision-andwhy-it-matters. Excerpt reprinted as “fair
use.” Retitled. Abridged. Some modiﬁcation.
Edited for brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets.
References omitted.

T

he Citizens United ruling, released in

January 2010,* tossed out the corporate and union ban on making independent expenditures and ﬁnancing electioneering communications. It gave corpo-

rations and unions the green light to spend
unlimited sums on ads and other political
tools… [*Note: This was after Obama
became president.]
The Citizens United decision was surprising
given the sensitivity regarding corporate and
union money being used to influence a federal
election. Congress first banned corporations
from funding federal campaigns in 1907 with
the Tillman Act. In 1947, the Taft-Hartley Act

ing of campaign contributions and expenditures.

•

Evil has its corrupt hands around our political
system, strangling our national will.

That’s why “nothing works” as it’s sup-

out only by those with the highest personal
mination, skill (and cunning) to perform a

Globalist-illuminati agents make sure it

posed to: whenever a good idea about jus-

Such actions implied here must be carried
integrity, spiritual intent, heroic-minded deter-

that doesn’t depend upon fossil fuel (used
as a club to compel reluctant, weak politicians), present day piratical, conﬁscatory
That’s why we need a more robust
response than what is currently possible
through the political system (which was

extended the ban to labor unions. But the
laws were weak and tough to enforce.
It wasn’t until 1971 that Congress got
serious and passed the Federal Election
Campaign Act, which required the full report-

into a hanging noose for
humanity may aid in the Rescue Operation.
It only takes awareness that billions of
lives and whole Devic kingdoms are at risk.

Why “Summary Action?”…

fully formed, using “personhood” as an
means and operating premise to plunder the
resources of the planet. Who again? I’ve
mentioned them: Illuminati-masons,* and
politicians they bought along the way. (*The
Illuminati, self-styled, overtook the traditional Mystery School lodges of Masonry in
the early-mid 1700’s.)

It limited spending on media advertisements.
But that portion of the law was ruled unconstitutional [opening] the door for the
Citizens United decision: spending is speech,

and is therefore protected by the
Constitution – even if the speaker is a corporation.
Editor’s comment: See how that ﬂawed “personhood” note back in 1886, above, laid the foun-

dation for artiﬁcial “personhood”?
In a nutshell, the high court’s 5-4 decision said
that it’s OK for corporations and labor unions to
spend as much as they want to convince people
to vote for or against a candidate. The decision
did not affect [individual] contributions. …
The court said that because these funds
were not being spent in coordination with a
campaign, they “do not give rise to corruption or
the appearance of corruption.”
So [enter mega million dollar donations from
people like casino magnate and billionaire
Sheldon Adelson … [and another infamous case
defending unlimited spending], SpeechNow.org
v. FEC. The lower-court case used the Citizens
United case as precedent when it said that limits
on contributions to groups that make independent expenditures are unconstitutional…
[which led to the creation of super PACs] …
shadow political parties. o

Corrective Surgery: a Beginning
© 2011 by Rose A. Jenkins, rev. 2022
Reprinted excerpt from the Jul/Aug 2011
edition of Pathﬁnder. Revised, abridged.
Emphasis on eliminating the corrupting
power of money and how it can be stopped
at the root. …
The Key to Removing a Grotesque
Growth from our Body Politic

WHAT

WAS CONCEIVED BY OUR
FOUNDERS AS OUR PROTECTIVE AND
ASSERTIVE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION THROUGH THE DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE AND THE SUBSEQUENT
BILL OF RIGHTS, HAS BEEN DEFILED by the
House of Rothschild, Illuminati-infested
Freemasonry and globalists. But what has

been made ill can be made well. (A few of
the Editor’s “Fiat Amendments” are included below, with their original numbering
convention. This has been a yearly exercise
for me since around 2010 – in imagining
how our broken government could be made
whole.)
XXVIII (28). Individual Souls are “People”
but “Corporations” exist only as paper constructs. Thus, Corporations cannot possess
the Rights that Individual Souls enjoy.
(Further clarification may be needed to void
the “rights” of clones, robots, artificial intelligent devices, and other creations of malignant
entities.)
Sec. 1 MONEY is not SPEECH | Speech is
decoupled from Money in this Amendment,
despite precedents based upon felonious
and/or faulty premises from the 19th century.
One simple reason to overturn Supreme Court
decisions based on the 2010 “Citizens United”
premise, is that it violates “equal protection”
inherent in the Constitution – the result of
which implies that Money is more important
than other forms of Human Speech, and that

those with more Money have effectively
more Rights, and can Speak more loudly
and longer than others with fewer resources,
and that those without Money are effectively
silenced, denuded of Freedom of Expression
and “Equal Protection.” This section recognizes the difference between ordinary protected Speech from speech that seeks to mislead, persuade or otherwise manipulate
opinion for its own sake (propaganda, in
other words).
Sec. 2 Set up and / or expand a Congressional Reference Center, reducing the
need for paid lobbyists. There shall be a government department set up similar to the
Congressional Budget Office, nonpartisan,

See “Summer Civics Class,” cont. on pg. 11

page 3
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Reader’s Alert: Schwab, WEF, Bilderbergers, and

Mopping Up the Rothschild/Rockefeller Cabal
u What You Need to Know About the Transhumanist Agenda
u Klaus, WEF and US Deep State
u Secretive Bilderbergers Met Under the Radar in WDC, Jun. 2-5 2022
u Davos, WEF and the West

Material obtained from various sites.
Excerpts reprinted as “fair use.” Abridged.
Edited for brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets.
References omitted.

What You Need to Know About the
Transhumanist Agenda
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact
Checked (Mar. 16, 2022)

ACCORDING

TO KLAUS SCHWAB,
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN OF
THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (WEF),
the goal of “The Fourth Industrial
Revolution” is to change what it means to
be human by merging man and machine.
In short, while the term “transhumanism”
is not being used, that’s exactly where the
global cabal intends to take us… [Ed’s: If
we let them].
In a November 2019 interview with
CNN, history professor and bestselling
author Yuval Noah Harari, a Klaus Schwab
disciple, warned that “humans are now hackable animals,” meaning, the technology now
exists by which a company or government can
know you better than you know yourself, and
that can be very dangerous if misused.

He predicted that algorithms will
increasingly be used to make decisions
that historically have been made by
humans, either yourself or someone else,
including whether or not you’ll be hired for
a particular job, whether you’ll be granted a
loan, what scholastic curriculum you will follow
and even who you will marry.

Profound Dangers Ahead There’s also an everincreasing risk of being manipulated by these
outside forces that you’re not even fully aware
of. Looking back over the last two years, it’s

rather easy to conﬁrm that mass manipulation is taking place at a staggering scale,
and that it’s phenomenally effective.

the technological capability to create a
global digital dictatorship, but “elites may
gain the power to reengineer the future of
life itself.”

tion to are the affirmation that human
augmentation can “directly enhance
behavior.” If you can enhance behavior, that
means you can change someone’s behavior.

Ï

And if you can change a person’s behavior in
a positive way, you can also control it to the
person’s own detriment.
Theoretically, absolutely anyone, any random civilian with a brain-to-cloud connection
and the needed biological augmentation (such
as strength or speed) could be given wireless
instructions to carry out an assassination, for

Harari:

For four billion years, nothing fundamental
changed in the basic rules of the game of life.

All of life was subject to the laws of natural
selection and the laws of organic biochemistry.

But this is now about to change.

Science is replacing evolution by natural
selection with evolution by intelligent design,
not the intelligent design of some god in the
clouds, [but] OUR intelligent design, and the
design of our ‘clouds,’ the IBM cloud, the
Microsoft cloud. These are the new driving

forces of evolution.

It’s hard to determine whether Harari is for
or against transhumanism. He speaks of it
as an inevitability, and something that can

be used for tremendous good. But he also
recognizes its profound dangers, and seems
to believe we need to discuss how these technological capabilities can be used, and
whether they should.

In the featured Davos speech, it
sounds as though he’s a proponent of this
human intelligent design venture, but in
his 2019 interview with CNN, he also stated that “we must never underestimate the stupidity of humans.” The fact that we have the
technology to design new life forms, including new kinds of humans, does not necessarily mean that we’re smart enough to design
something better than what natural evolution has come up with thus far.
In his Davos speech, Harari also pointed out that science is now enabling us to create life not only in the organic realm but in
the inorganic realm as well. We’re talking
about “living” robots and the like. He also raises the question as to who “owns” your DNA, if
it can be charted and hacked. Does it belong to
you, a corporation, or the government?

As noted by Harari in 2019, the available capabilities already go far beyond
Orwell’s “1984” authoritarian vision, and

‘The Days of Free Will Are Over’ Whatever

it’s only going to become more powerful
from here. He’s certain that in short order,

soul and free will, those days “are over.”

there will be the ability to monitor your emotional state through something as simple as a
wearable wristband.
You may dutifully smile and clap
when listening to a speech by a government ofﬁcial, but they’ll know you’re angry
or don’t agree with what’s being said, and
could therefore take action against you
based on your most personal, internal
emotions rather than what you outwardly
express.
Importantly, Harari warned that if we
allow the establishment of this kind of digital
dictatorship, where the system, be it a corporation or a government, knows the most intimate
details about each and every person, it will be
impossible to dismantle it. Its control will be
total and irreversible. And, Harari believes

we may have only a decade, at most two,
to prevent this digital dictatorship from
taking over.
Reengineering Life Itself Harari also dis-

cussed the coming transhumanism at the
WEF’s [2022] annual meeting in Davos
(above), and in this speech, he went even
further. Not only does the global elite have
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Harari’s true feelings about transhumanism, he
emphatically states that the idea that we have a

…

Harari predicts that in the future, people
will be able to look back and see that the
COVID pandemic was the turning point
where biological surveillance took over
and became norm.

The explanation for how that was
able to occur is given by Schwab, who has
publicly admitted (see featured video)
that participants in the WEF’s Young
Global Leaders program have “penetrated
the cabinets” of many world governments. …
Changing What It Means to Be Human The
report, “Human Augmentation – The Dawn
of a New Paradigm, a Strategic Implications
Project,” reviews the scientiﬁc goals of the
UK and German defense ministries, and

they are precisely what the title suggests.
Human augmentation is stressed as being a
key area to focus on in order to win future
wars:

Human augmentation will become increasingly relevant, partly because it can directly
enhance human capability and behavior and
partly because it is the binding agent
between people and machines.
Key words I’d like to draw your atten-

example, and pull it off ﬂawlessly, even
without prior training.
Alternatively, their physical body
could temporarily be taken over by a
remote operator with the prerequisite
skills. Proof of concept already exists, and
is reviewed by Dr. Charles Morgan, professor in the Department of National Security
at the Univ. of New Haven, in the lecture
below. Using the internet and brain implants,
thoughts can be transferred from one person to
another. The sender can also directly influence
the physical movements of the receiver.

Project Immortality Historically, the striv-

ing for immortality has been a faith-based
venture, based in the idea that the soul is
immortal while the body perishes, which
is a concept I am in complete alignment
with. Transhumanists … discard the
notion of soul altogether and aim for the
preservation of the perceived personality,
first through radical life extension of the physical body, and later through the transfer of brain
data into a replacement form.
Editor’s: Transhumanism is the natural outgrowth of materialistic science grafted into the
thrust of Illuminati-masonic doctines.

for weeping. ACT NOW!

No time

According to Dmitry Itskov, the Russian
founder of the Immortality 2045 project,
only 2%* of people are ready to accept death
– a statistic that he uses to justify the search for
immortality through things like artificial
organs, artificial body constructs, the simulation of mental processes and, ultimately, the
transferring of one’s mind into an artificial carrier.*

*Editor’s: Materialist claptrap. I wouldn’t
accept anything a transhumanist says as true,
because their agenda is dedicated to enslaving
true humans as it pushes AI to the fore. For
example, how did Itskov “measure” that 2% statistic? He contacted 10 billion people and took
down their responses? Or did he just pull that
number out of a hat to justify his program? All of
this is aimed at diminishing our access to our own,
God-given immortal body: the Light body. Clearly,
this is a direct attack against the Creator and all
that is of the Light.

The goals of this project include not only the
creation of the cybernetic technologies needed to achieve an “immortal body,” [quotes
added] but also the creation of “a new philosophical paradigm for humanity.” Schwab

has talked about the same thing, using the
term “social contract” rather than “philosophical paradigm.” [Ed’s: Yeah, I “trust”
technocrats to anything that can’t be nailed
down. Not.]
“The Immortality 2045’s vision,” published in 2011, starts with the creation of
the ﬁrst robotic copy of a human body that
can be remotely controlled by 2020. By

2025, they want an “avatar” [Ed’s quotes]
into which the human brain can be transplanted at the end of life. By 2035, they
want an avatar with a synthetic brain, into
which the human personality can be transferred and, by 2045, they imagine a holographic-like avatar.
Editor’s comment: Those who trust material
science in things vast and spiritual are deluded or just part of the dark web that was put
in place. I and others are working on that.◊

Itskov says:
The aim of the first project, known as ‘Avatar,’ is
the creation of a robot copy of a human being
controllable through a ‘brain-computer’ interface. When I’m asked to give the gist of this

project, I tell people to recall the ﬁlm
‘Surrogates,’ which depicts a world in which
every person has an artiﬁcial body that he
controls remotely. …
Does living through an avatar sound like a
life devoid of spirituality to you?

I have my

doubts about that, as most spiritual adepts will
tell you that being hooked on technology
tends to hinder rather than elevate spiritual
pursuits, which are most easily achieved by

living simply, in close contact with the natural world. …
Editor’s comment: Dumbs**t Itskov says that
by ending our dependency on our physical
bodies, ‘many things will open up spiritually.’ Playing God. If anything, people still
awake and functioning know that that’s a
very bad direction to take. Our writers, poets
and other sensitives knew it, and they tried to
warn us. ◊

Transhumanists like Itskov tend to focus
only on the [alleged] beneﬁts of synthetic
life. For example, he promises that his

avatars will be affordable for everyone who
wants them, regardless of income bracket.
… [Ed’: Lies. lies. And more lies.]
Looked at through the lens of the WEF’s
Fourth Industrial Revolution,

it seems the

plan is for the elite to literally own all of
humanity, which will be refashioned to their
own liking. And, if people can be hacked

and controlled remotely, then we can be
sure they will be. That’s particularly true
for synthetic or mechanical avatars that
can’t “live” or remain “conscious” without a cloud connection.
“Blockchained” Corey Lynn is a top-notch
investigative journalist who covers topics
the mainstream won’t touch, including the
transhumanist agenda. On her website,
“Corey’s Digs,” you can ﬁnd select chapters from her book, “Global Landscape on
Vaccine ID Passports.” Chapter 4 in the
book is titled, “Blockchained,” which
explains what digital identity is all about.
Digital ID is not just a piece of identification, with which you can prove who
you are. It will collect and monitor ALL of
your data, from your personal ﬁnances,
education, work history, GPS location 24/7,
everything you’ve ever typed on your computer, your search history, social media
presence, emotional status and physical
biometrics, down to your DNA. [Be sure to

browse through her website or], better
yet, read her book, which can be purchased on her site. The digital* PDF is
only $9.95 and a print copy is $19.95.
*Editor’s: Hey guys, if the digital Kraken
(monster from the deep with many strangling
arms) is about to grab humanity, shouldn’t
humanity detach from as much of this digital
universe as possible? What good does

knowledge about something do if you just
say, “Yeah, but, it’s so ‘convenient’.” As
though that means anything in a death spiral.
See “Klaus, WEF, Transhumanism,” cont. on pg. 9
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Big Data, Data Sharing and AI Make no
mistake, transhumanism is the ultimate
goal of the technocratic elite, and both
“big data” and AI are integral components
of that. Without one or both of those, the transhumanist dream is dead in the water. … So,
remember, data gathering, data sharing
and AI are not about making your life more
convenient. They’re to make you obsolete.
The intention is to replace you with a synthetic
copy of you that can be remotely controlled.
In 2021, the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), an intergovernmental organization that consists of 38 countries that work
with various working groups and policy
makers, issued a report on the “State of
Implementation of the OECD AI principles.” So
far, 46 countries have adopted these AI
principles. ~ The strategy is to develop cen-

tralized repositories of public datasets in
each country, and then enable public-private data sharing to build a vast network
where each dataset is connected with all the
others.
Biosecurity Will Be Used to Justify
Surveillance Tyranny Another report, by the
National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence (NSCAI), founded “to advance the
development of artificial intelligence” and
“comprehensively address the national security
and defense needs of the United States,”

highlights the need to combat digital disinformation and prioritizing biosecurity.
To help with that, a US governmentfunded supercomputer is being set up at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory under
the direction of the Department of Energy.

This AI supercomputer can do more than
1 quintillion calculations per second.
Some of this data sharing is already
taking place. As noted by Corey, NATO
launched an in-house biometrics system for
data sharing between nations in November
2020, and in May 2021, the US military
merged its biometrics-enabled watch list
with the Department of Defense’s automated
biometric identification system (ABIS).

Corey:
They are working on multi-modal fusion
matching and improving biometric facematching capability through AI and
machine learning, and have already
improved their long-range infrared cameras.
Looking toward the near future, they are
also focused on palm print biometrics, faces
in crowds, integration to identify threats
online, and non-traditional latent DNA collection.
We Need Biometric Privacy Laws NOW

While surveillance science is moving at
lightning speed, regulations and privacy
laws are trailing at a snail’s pace. A federal
biometric privacy bill, the National
Biometric Information Privacy Act, was
introduced in 2020 but didn’t go anywhere. As noted by Corey, it could be resurrected if enough people speak up.
In the US, a handful of states do have biometric privacy laws, Illinois’ being one of the

at $1,000 for each negligent violation or
$5,000 for each intentional or reckless
violation, plus attorneys’ fees and costs.
Actual harm is not required to establish
standing.
Clearly, we need these kinds of protections
everywhere, in all states and all countries,
because as it stands, the global cabal of
transhumanist technocrats are building a
data-sharing system that is intended to

become global. The lack of legal protections
against data collection, analysis and sharing is what allows this reckless expansion of
surveillance.
As noted by Corey:
If it’s not crystal clear by now, globalists and
eugenicists (sometimes one in the same) are
running the show, and they are working very
hard at achieving their ultimate desires of a
controlled human race, evolution of transhumanism with a strong artificial intelligence taking the place of many humans, while they ﬂy

to Mars during their years of immortality,
and observe humanity through endless surveillance systems. But their dream only
becomes a reality if people allow it to.

Material from westonaprice.org/health-topics/childrens-health/formula-homemadebaby-formula. Some modiﬁcation. Edited
for brevity/clarity and/or ﬂow. For simpler
presentation, “Liver-Based” formula comparisons in the original table are omitted.

T

he nutrient comparison tables below were
derived from standard food nutrient tables

and do not take into account the wide variation
in nutrient levels that can occur in both human
and animal milk, depending on diet and environment.

Goat

Calories

766

856

890

are connected to the cloud, able to access the

Protein

11.3g

18g

18g

internet through their own brains. This, of
course, also means that your brain would be
accessible to people who might like to tinker
with your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and
behavior, be they the technocratic elite themselves or random hackers.

Carbohydrates

76g

79g

77g

Total Fat

48g

52g

54g

Saturated Fat

22g

28g

30g

realmilk.com/farm-directory/wpbdmregion/missouri/

Mono Fat

18g

16g

16g

Argentville Dairy

If you believe that your thoughts and
behavior are and always will remain under
your own control, think again. We already

Poly Fat

5.5g

5.6g

5.7g

Omega-3 FA

.58g

1.3g

1.2g

Omega-6 FA

4.4g

4.2g

4.4g

Cholesterol

153mg

137mg

Vitamin A [IUs]*

946

5000

Thiamin-B1

.15mg

1.05mg

1.1mg

Riboflavin-B2

.4mg

1.2mg

1.2mg

Niacin-B3

1.9mg

2.5mg

4.4mg

gallon jars with deposit.

Vitamin B6

.12mg

.51mg

.60mg

Vitamin B12

.5mcg

1.9mcg

2.8mcg

Folate 1 [B9]

57mcg

236mcg 284mcg

Vitamin C

55mg

57mg

59mg

Milk available now for only $5.00*/gallon.
Please provide e-mail address and telephone
number when contacting them. [*Check current
pricing.]

Vitamin D

480IU

450IU

525IU

Vitamin E***

9.9mg

6.2mg

4.7mg

Calcium**

355mg

532mg

548mg

Copper

.57mg

.38mg

.58mg

Iron

.33mg

1.4mg

2.2mg

Magnesium

37.4mg

91.3mg

96.1mg

Manganese

.29mg

.034mg

.12mg

Phosphorus

151mg

616mg

729mg

Potassium

560mg

949mg

1228mg

Selenium

18.8mcg

15.4mcg 8.7mcg

Sodium**

186mg

308mg

320mg

Zinc

1.9mg

2.8mg

2.7mg

Schwab dreams of a world in which humans

have the technology to directly alter
thoughts, emotions and behavior. Some of
these capabilities are described in a 2021 project report by the UK Ministry of Defense, created in partnership with the German
Bundeswehr Office for Defense Planning. o

Klaus, WEF and US Deep State
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact
Checked (Apr. 8, 2022)

K

LAUS SCHWAB, [FOUNDER, ETC] OF THE
WEF, IS THE PERSONIFICATION OF THE
GREAT RESET – the ultimate goal of which is
to do away with the democratic process and

166mg
5000

give all ownership and control to the deep state
– and the technocratic elite who control it.

In the [referenced video] comedian
JP Sears outlines the primary reasons why
this makes Schwab easily among the most
dangerous people in the world …

Acute Crisis Boosts the Power of the State

WEF operates via fearmongering – about
disease and environmental catastrophes,
for starters. When the population is controlled by fear, it welcomes authoritarian
“protections” like increased surveillance and
digital identity systems, introduced under
the guise of safety, but which ultimately
remove personal autonomy and freedom. …

Schwab wrote,

1 Folate (natural form) vs Folic Acid (synthetic form).

One of the greatest lessons of the past ﬁve
centuries in Europe and America is this:

Locate suitable folate form for baby formula.

Acute crisis contributes to boosting the power
of the state. It’s always been the case, and
there is no reason why it should be different
with the COVID-19 pandemic.

* Vitamin A levels in human milk will depend on

Corey:

Those same private entities are not allowed
to sell, lease, trade, or profit from a person’s
biometric information. A person may file suit

(based on 36 ounces)

Cow

[Extra-political, i.e., outside the political realm,

term for collection and storage, and must
secure a written release from the person.

Breast Milk &
Homemade Formula
Nutrient Comparison Chart

Breast

strictest, but the vast majority have no such
protections in place. As reported by
The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act
(BIPA) requires private entities to inform people
in writing that their information is being collected and stored, what the purpose is, and

“Vaccination —
or subjugation,”
Sidebar cont.
— from pg 5

Some Missouri Sources for Raw, Whole Milk

822 North Lindsey Road
Winfield, Mo. 63389, 636-668-8014
Description: Milk from registered Guernsey cows
that produce 95% A2 protein.2 35 years of
experience producing premium quality milk,
produced under strict sanitary procedures;
quickly cooled; and bottled.
Cows fed a high-forage grass-based ration, without hormones, antibiotics. Returnable 1/2 glass

* Material from healthline.com/nutrition/a1-vsa2-milk#definition: A1 vs A2 protein in milk
p A1 beta-casein. Milk from breeds of cows that
originated in northern Europe is generally high in
A1 beta-casein. These breeds include Holstein,
Friesian, Ayrshire, and British Shorthorn.
p A2 beta-casein. Milk high in A2 beta-casein is
mainly is found in breeds that originated in the
Channel Islands and southern France. These
include Guernsey, Jersey, Charolais, and Limousin
cows.
Regular milk contains both A1 and A2 betacasein, but A2 milk contains only A2 beta-casein.
B & H Dairy
296 Old Williamsburg Rd., Montgomery City,
Mo., 573-564-2337 or 573-270-4022

the diet of the mother. Nursing mothers eating

Description. Grade A dairy since 2008, mixed
herd, mostly brown Swiss. Bulk order; some
delivery available. $5/gallon.

vitamin A-rich foods such as cod liver oil will have

Back Acres Farm

much higher levels of vitamin A in their milk.

Rich Hill, Mo., 417-395-4983

Schwab self-initiated a world-wide coup,

Commercial formulas contain about 2400 IU

Description Raw milk from Jersey cross cows and

behind the scenes, pulling strings.]

vitamin A per 800 calories.

Nubian/Alpine/Saanen goats. Animals mostly grass-

Sears:

** Calcium and sodium values for homemade

fed; and what grain in feed is sprouted ﬁrst, to
release the enzyme inhibiting factors, thus increasing the nutrient value of the grain. They do not use

You’ll be excited to hear that the lineup of

broth are not available. [Ed’s: You may look at

WEF’s speakers at their annual gathering of
elites in Davos included such benevolent
humanitarians like Xi Jinping, the leader of the
Chinese Communist Party, who’s currently

typical values for organic broth and use those.]

*** Vitamin E values are derived from commercial vegetable oils. The vitamin E levels for
homemade formulas will be higher if good qual-

See “Klaus, WEF, Transhumanism,” cont. on pg. 10

ity, expeller-expressed oils are used.

Distiller’s grain. Animals are grazed on annually soil
tested pasture, with minerals, etc. added accordingly. Also, probiotics, and mineral supplements
are given regularly. Milk sold by the 1/2 and gallon. n
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“Klaus, WEF, Transhuman,” cont from pg. 9
committing genocide, and Tony Fauci, who’s
arguably involved in crimes against humanity,
and Bill Gates, who’s arguably involved in
crimes against humanity, and Australian Prime
Minister Scott Morrison,* who’s arguably cur-

rently involved in crimes against humanity.
What a great line up!” [
Committed to Reengineering Life Itself
WEF’s goal isn’t to just control life on Earth but
to fundamentally change it. Schwab’s top
adviser, transhumanist Dr. Yuval Noah
Harari, [see earlier segment] openly admits

data might enable human elites to do
more than “just build digital dictatorships.”

Harari:
By hacking organisms, elites may gain the
power to re-engineer the future of life itself.
Because once you can hack something, you
can usually also engineer it. [Soon] some
corporations and governments will be able
to ‘systematically hack all the people.’ … the
greatest revolution in biology since the
beginning of life 4 billion years ago. …
Once human life is hacked, the hackers will
maintain control over life itself – a process that
has been accelerated by the pandemic. After
all, Harari said, “It’s often said that you
should never let a good crisis go to waste.”

Surveillance is a key part of the plan for
global totalitarian control, and Harari says
that in 100 years, people will be able to look
back and identify the COVID-19 pandemic as
the moment when a new regime in surveillance took over – “especially surveillance
under the skin.”

WEF’s ‘Young Leaders’ WEF maintains a

“Young Global Leaders” program,

a five-

So, what’s the connection with the
World Economic Forum? Blackrock
founder and CEO Larry Fink is a WEF board
member.

Sears poses the question:
Is the WEB and Blackrock colluding in corporatism, where an unelected corporate elite dictates top down to the population?
To do this, they’d need to infiltrate the government – and they have. Brian Deese,

the US
director of National Economic Council, was
formerly BlackRock’s global head of sustainable investing.
Sears continues:
Now [Deese is] Biden’s main adviser for economic policy. Vice President Kamala Harris’
chief economic adviser, Michael Pyle, also
came from BlackRock, where he was a global
chief economic strategist. …

In a Twitter thread posted by user
“Culturalhusbandry,” it’s noted:
Black Rock, Vanguard, and State Street control
20 trillion dollars worth of assets. Blackrock
alone has a 10 billion a year surplus. That
means with 5-20% down they can get mortgages on 130-170k homes every year. Or they
can outright buy 30k homes per year. Just
Blackrock.

Now imagine every major institute
doing this, because they are. It can be such
a fast sweeping action that [that] they may
accomplish feudalism in 15 years.

goal is to create world leaders who don’t
answer to their people but to their bosses at
WEF.

housing market, and most of the available
housing is owned by investment groups and
corporations, you become beholden to them
as your landlord. You’ll then own nothing,
not even your home. All items and
resources are to be used by the collective,
while actual ownership is restricted to an
upper stratum of social class.

Sponsors of WEF’s Young Global Leaders
Program include

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and
Google …
Meanwhile, WEF is predicting a worldwide
cyberattack, which Schwab says “could bring
a complete halt to the power supply, transportation, hospital services, our society as a
whole.”

WEF then conducted a simulation of
the cyberattack, which appears more like
an elaborate planning session, much like
Event 201 – WEF’s pandemic preparedness
simulation for a “novel coronavirus” that
took place in October 2019.

People Will ‘Own Nothing and Be Happy’? If

WEF and Schwab are intent on moving
ahead with their plan for global domination, they’ll need to get people on board
with the idea of giving up ownership to an
elite class. But how? Bring in BlackRock, an
investment ﬁrm that has $9 trillion under
management – a higher GDP than every
country on Earth aside from the US and
China, Sears says.
BlackRock has more power than most
governments on Earth, and it also controls
the Federal Reserve, Wall Street mega-banks
like Goldman Sachs and the WEF’s Great
Reset, according to F. William Engdahl, a

strategic risk consultant and lecturer who
holds a degree in politics from Princeton
University.
page 10

Your Free Will Is Under Attack
Environmental pollution, disease and cyberattacks are being used to generate fear in
order to keep the population compliant.

Another part of The Great Reset is a reset
of the economy, including jobs. Many
across the US are facing unemployment if
they do not choose to take a genetic therapy
experiment in the form of a COVID-19 shot.
It’s clear that the COVID-19 pandemic has

which

π

BlackRock is also buying up single family
homes at an alarming rate, paying up to
50% above asking price so “average” people can’t buy them. Why is BlackRock
interested in overpaying for modest, single
family homes?

If the average American is pushed out of the

Justin Trudeau, prime minister of Canada
Francis Macron, president of France
Mark Zuckerberg, cofounder and CEO of
Facebook

and they were the real driving force
behind the creation of the World Economic
Forum.

created “a unique window of opportunity” to

year indoctrination into their principles. Its

Graduates of the program include…

facturing the ever-present threat of global
thermonuclear war – their paths would cross
and coalesce during the 1960s – they recruited
Klaus Schwab through a CIA-funded program,

Mastermind Behind WEF If Schwab is the

most dangerous person alive today, his
predecessors deserve honorable mentions.
In an investigative report by journalist
Johnny Vedmore, it’s revealed that Schwab

wasn’t the mastermind behind WEF and The
Great Reset. That honor goes to his three
mentors – John K. Galbraith, a CanadianAmerican economist, diplomat and public policy maker, Herman Kahn, who created concepts on nuclear deterrence that became official military policy, and Henry A. Kissinger,
who recruited Schwab at a Harvard international seminar, which was funded by the US
CIA.

If you have a decent knowledge of Klaus
Schwab’s history, you will know that he
attended Harvard in the 1960s where he would
meet then-professor Henry A. Kissinger, a man
with whom Schwab would form a lifelong
friendship. [Vedmore said]
My research indicates that the World
Economic Forum is not a European creation. In

reality, it is instead an operation which
emanates from the public policy grandees
of the Kennedy, Johnson and Nixonian
eras of American politics; all of whom had
ties to the Council on Foreign Relations and the
associated “Round Table” Movement, with a

supporting role played by the [CIA].
There were three extremely powerful and
influential men, Kissinger among them, who
would lead Klaus Schwab towards their ultimate goal of complete American Empirealigned global domination via the creation of

social and economic policies. …
Two of the men were at the core of manu-

rapidly usher in the Great Reset,

academia are invited each year.
Members of the media are not invited to
report on the event “in order to encourage the
highest level of openness and dialogue,”

according to the Bilderberg Meetings
website.
Bilderberg participants and security
were barred from disclosing the location of
the meeting and from quoting anyone during the “off-the-record sessions,” according
to journalist Max Blumenthal, who
attempted to enter the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel while the meetings were taking place.
The group claims it does not hold a
press conference regarding its agenda due
to “lack of interest,” and that it “has never
sought any public attention.” However, it
does issue a press release each year.

global relations and the direction of national

Key topics for discussion listed for the
2022 press release were [topics included

economies to “the priorities of societies, the

earlier not listed below]:

involves

changing everything from future

nature of business models and the management of a global commons.”

Part of the plan involves the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, which Schwab has
been discussing since at least 2016 and “is
characterized by a fusion of technologies that is
blurring the lines between the physical, digital,
and biological spheres.” …

Choose bravery over obedience
We are in the process of either The Great
Reset or the Great Awakening,” Sears points
out, “and the choice isn’t Klaus Schwab’s.
The choice is yours. [Sears] o

Secretive Bilderbergers Met Under
the Radar in WDC, Jun. 2-5 2022

© by Susan C. Olmstead, CHD, assistant
editor of The Defender
Material from childrenshealthdefense.org
(Jun. 7, 2022)

A

SECRETIVE MEETING OF MORE THAN
100 OF THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL
PEOPLE JUST TOOK PLACE IN A
WASHINGTON, DC HOTEL behind closed
doors and under tight security – while
few reporters even took note.
Bilderberg Meetings attendees included

t the director of the CIA
tthe secretary-general of NATO, European
prime ministers
tCEOs of pharmaceutical, energy and tech
companies (including Pfizer CEO Albert
Bourla)

The participants take part as individuals rather

than in any official capacity, and hence are not
bound by the conventions of their office or by
pre-agreed positions,”

the group’s website

states.

On the agenda of the invitation-only summit were topics including

t Disruption of the Global Financial System
t Disinformation
t Energy Security and Sustainability
t Post Pandemic Health, and
t Fragmentation of Democratic Societies.

As an element of its secrecy, the annual
conference invokes the “Chatham House
Rule.” In meetings held under this rule,
“participants are free to use the information
received, but neither the identity nor the
affiliation of the speaker(s) nor of any other
participant may be revealed.”

Begun in 1954 by British and US
intelligence agencies, the Bilderberg conference has been held in various countries
in Europe and North America, with a two-

year gap during the COVID-19 pandemic.
About 120 North American and
European leaders from Big Tech, Big Pharma,
industry, finance, the military, politics and

t Geopolitical Realignments
t NATO Challenges
t China
t Indo-Pacific Realignment
t Sino-US Tech Competition
t Russia
t Continuity of Government and the
Economy
t Disruption of the Global Financial System
t Energy Security and Sustainability
t Post Pandemic Health
t Trade and Deglobalisation
t Ukraine

The Guardian noted that … “this year the
agenda “reek[ed] of chaos and crisis.”

Spies, War Hawks and World Leaders …

Independent journalist Josh Friedman was
one of the few people who waited outside
the Mandarin Oriental hotel to catch
glimpses of the secret proceedings.
English writer Charlie Skelton also
tweeted on the meetings, noting the mainstream press’s curious lack of interest and the
irony of having to rely on Twitter for insight into
the proceedings.

It’s a mad irony that the head of NATO [Jens
Stoltenberg] is doing more actual reporting
on #Bilderberg2022 than almost every news
outlet in the world.
The Dutch Foreign Minister says that at
#Bilderberg2022 he’d be discussing international affairs ‘with colleagues from different
disciplines’… [e.g., French multinational
insurance company AXA, investment company KKR, investment ﬁrm Thiel Capital, investment banking advisory ﬁrm Evercore [and]
Amundi Europe’s biggest asset manager.]

Journalist Kim Iversen reported on the
gathering of what she called “spies, war
hawks and world leaders” on a recent
episode of The Hill’s “Rising.”
Aren’t we, the people, entitled to a reading
of the minutes?

Absolutely, said guest Olayemi Olurin, a
public defender for the Legal Aid Society.
When it comes to our lawmakers and the
people who are responsible for us and make
these decisions over our lives – especially at a
time like this – we should know everything
they’re discussing, who they’re discussing it
with and why. …
We’ve been putting up with this for a really
long time. There’s not a lot of light shed on this;
anybody who talks about it is called a ‘conspiracy theorist’. [Ed’s quotes]

Olurin agreed. “There [are] definitely things
being discussed they don’t want us to know
about here [or] even get an indication that it
might be happening, so that tells me everything I need to know,” she

said. o

See “Klaus, WEF, Transhuman,” cont. on pg. 11
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Why are globalists so eager to digitize “our” money?

“Klaus, WEF, Transhuman,”cont from pg. 10

Davos, WEF and the West
Material obtained from EraOfLight.com.
Originally from benjaminfulford.net
Top Secret Negotiations for New Age
Proceed As Western Rule Collapses —
Benjamin Fulford Report (May 24, 2022)

TOP-LEVEL

NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN
ASIAN AND WESTERN ELDERS TO START A
NEW GOLDEN AGE FOR HUMANITY ARE
PROCEEDING WELL, according to sources
involved. The basic agreement calls for the
complete write-off of all debts,* public and private, a one-time redistribution of assets and a
massive campaign to end poverty, stop environmental destruction and colonize the uni-

About the Bitcoin Brouhaha (Part 1)

prits…[said a CIA medical doctor].
The fact lots of people actually believe this is
what comes after decades of dumbing down
the Western populace by the KM.
Shortly, the public will be unable to reason or think
for themselves. They’ll only be able to parrot the
information they’ve been given on the previous
night’s news. [Zbigniew Brzezinski, Kissinger’s

globalist protégé]

And to show how this control grid is
inter-generational now his daughter says:
The Media’s Job is to control exactly what people think. [Mika Brzezinski, co-host of

(Rockefeller controlled) MSNBC’s Morning
Joe]

verse with earth life. [*Ed’s: Like in the
Biblical Jewish “Jubilee” tradition.]

The fear campaign is happening as

This plan is supported by – among others
– the Western committee of 300, the Russian
government, the Indian government and the
Asian secret societies that control China,
ASEAN, Korea and Japan. There are some concrete moves involving massive amounts of offledger gold and dollars taking place. The

seduce India, Japanese Foreign Ministry

details cannot yet be publicly disclosed for
security reasons, the sources involved in the
negotiations say. — Of course, we have
heard this talk before so believe it when you
see it.
For now, the task is to make sure the
existing Western ruling structure collapses
without destroying the planet. Already, the
Western ruling class has fallen into what can
only be described as collective insanity as their
control grid collapses. The latest sign is a massive campaign of monkeypox fear [drama]. The
fear [show] appears to be a desperate attempt to
justify a massive power grab by the WHO and
the Davos World Economic Forum.

[Both held meetings in Switzerland
[May 22 to May 28] where they are actively seeking totalitarian control over the
entire planet.
From May 22 to May 28, representatives
of the WHO’s 194 member states (which represent 98% of all the “countries” in the world) are
attending the World Health Assembly meeting
in Geneva. Here they will vote on
International Health Regulations (IHR) that
will be legally binding under international
law. [reclaimthenet.org/world-health-organi-

zation-pandemic-treaty…]

The amendments being pushed by
the Khazarian maﬁa will give WHO DirectorGeneral Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus unilateral authority to declare a public health
emergency in any nation based on whatever
evidence he chooses. This will create a de
facto world totalitarian regime far more
repressive than any yet seen on this planet.
This power grab has been planned at
least since 1975 when a World Bank paper
ﬁrst suggested using a pandemic as a tool
to install a fascist world government.
We are predicting when the next ‘pandemic’
hits, western governments will suspend all
elections based on the WHO’s recommendations. This is how the WEF will maintain

control [said MI6 sources].
That plan is now fully underway with an
obviously fake “monkeypox” fear campaign. In a world with nearly 8 billion

people headlines appear all over the world
about 100 or so “cases.” Notice in the article
below that most of the “cases” are “suspected” not confirmed. This is pure fear … The
KM WHO is trying to whip up a new scamdemic it seems. Remember these lab monkeys “escaping” after that “accidental” crash at
the site where the film “12 Monkeys” (about a
pandemic) was filmed.

Same ROLL-OUT as CONvid. Same cul-

…

Biden arrives in Japan on a campaign to try to
sources say.

The Japanese government believes
the real power behind the fake Biden
regime is the French branch of the
Rothschild family. “This is the core of the

group that is still trying to carry out the endtimes prophecies of the Book of Ezekiel,” the
foreign ministry sources say.
This group wants India to join the
“rules-based world order,” faction meeting
at Davos, he says. “That is because, without
India, they will lose,” he notes.
However, sources close to Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who is

arriving in Japan this week to meet Biden
and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio
Kishida, say he has no plans to join their
Davos group. …
Indians also don’t want to work with
the “fanatical bunch of lunatics” that has
taken over the West and have long been
planning pandemics, the sources say. For

example, in 2017 and 2018, literally hundreds of millions of COVID-19 test kits
were exported and imported around the
world. Hundreds of millions!
In addition, US government data shows
that on Nov. 12, 2019, the US [DoD] awarded a
contract for “COVID-19 research” to Labyrinth
Global Health INC. at least a month before the
novel coronavirus was said to have emerged
and three months before it was officially labeled
as Covid-19. …

No wonder Irina Yarovaya, co-chair of the
parliamentary commission investigating
US biological laboratories in Ukraine, is
urging the world community to take a serious
look at this secretive and dangerous US military biological activity…
For its part, the White Dragon Society
sent the following message to the Canadian
government and its officials:

The Nuremberg Laws make it clear that performing medical procedures on the basis of
lies is a war crime punishable by death.
We asked WHO, CDC, Health Canada and
more than 100 other relevant authorities
around the world to prove the existence of
Covid 19. They were unable to do this. …
The PCR tests used are not scientiﬁc and
cannot be considered evidence. This means
that it is a war crime to use this as an excuse to
impose vaccinations containing DNA-altering substances that have not passed proper safety

tests.
We have already removed Justin Trudeau
and Chrystia Freeland and will continue to
remove any official who is spreading the false
Covid narrative and pushing vaccinations. We
will continue to hunt down and bring to justice
any Canadian government official, medical professional and pharmaceutical industry representative who continues to behave in this way.

See “Klaus, WEF, transhuman,” cont. on pg. 12

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact
Checked (Feb. 6, 2022)
Material obtained from above site. Excerpt
reprinted as “fair use.” Abridged. Some
modiﬁcation. Edited for brevity, clarity,
and/or ﬂow. Editor’s comments, etc., in
square brackets. References omitted.
Editor’s Note: Mercola’s interview below is
with finance guru Catherine Austin Fitts and
Aleks Svetski, editor of The Bitcoin Times
magazine and host of “The Wake Up
Podcast.”

C

atherine Austin Fitts, president
of the Solari Report … knows the

ﬁnancial system inside and out,
having spent decades exposing corruption
and fraud, both within the banking industry and government, and she believes

there are far better ways than investing
our hard-earned money in cryptocurrencies, as the globalists have already inserted
a number of control mechanisms within
the cryptocurrency system. [I cannot cover

all the details covered in this article, so to
get the whole story, please set aside the time
to listen to the whole interview, or read
through the 95-page transcript.]
Our Only Choice: Being Controlled or Being
Free […Austin Fitts explains how the

globalists – “Mr. Global” is her nickname for
this secret system of governance ‘and the
central bankers of the world in particular –,

have since 1998 siphoned out and stolen
$21 trillion or more from the US government in a ﬁnancial coup d’etat.
Thanks to this theft by the central bankers,
the American retirement (including health care
benefits) and social welfare system are not adequately funded, leaving millions of aging
Americans with diminished or no Social
Security or Medicaid/Medicare benefits.
The primary reason for the theft, however, is to reengineer the US government
and political system as a whole. In short,
the globalists’ plan is to take over the government by centrally controlling our economy, and then declare everyone who was

promised health care and retirement as
expendable.
According to Fitts, if we allow this
ﬁnancial coup to continue and consolidate,
Bitcoin and the Bitcoin community may
help pull that coup off. As explained by
Fitts, slavery is the most proﬁtable business in investment history. Digital technology now allows Mr. Global to return to a legalized form of slavery on a global scale. The
theft that is underway is ultimately intended to
control people.

“Summer Civics Class,” cont. from pg. 3

Fitts:
Mr. Global wants a culled, reengineered population… He is going for the people because
that is what has the most value, along with the
other living things on the planet – including
the planet itself. All value begins and ends with
living intelligence and life whether it is
expressed in financial and transaction tools or
not.
Mr. Global has created scores of mechanisms to persuade people to sell out [other]
people using fiat currency – pump and dump,

pump and dump. Dealing with it is sufficiently frustrating and has us all trying to
create workarounds.
A Different Kind of ‘Reset’ Is Required Fitts
is convinced that the best, and perhaps
only way out of this situation is to deal
with the secret governance system that is
impacting and frustrating all of us and take
action to ensure that we do not allow an all-digital financial system to go into place. If we
believe Bitcoin is the optimal form of digital
system, the problem is not Bitcoin: The problem is if it is part of an only-digital system.

Fitts also underscores that currencies
cannot work without the underlying
economy being in balance. That means we
need to invest in the real assets we need to
stay alive and free, things like local food
production, local businesses or a personal
water well.

She stresses that keeping cash is
important – that we mustn’t enter into a
wholly digital ﬁnancial system, especially
one monopolized by central bank digital
currencies (CBDCs) and private crypto,
which are in combination designed to strip
us of both national and individual sovereignty.

While Svetski agrees on some points,
he still believes Bitcoin can be part of the
answer, and that the focus should be on
building a new ﬁnancial system in such a
way that it cannot be co-opted by anyone.
The question, of course, is how.
As explained by Fitts, addressing taxation is perhaps the most important part
of the puzzle. We also need to (a) prevent
vaccine passports, digital ID wallets and related blockchains from being implemented, as
they are an integral part of the control system
Mr. Global is trying to erect, and (b) ﬁgure
out how to get the money back that was
stolen.
There is $21 trillion missing from the US government – we have no way of knowing what the
real number is in terms of cash and credit. It

could be smaller or bigger.
See “Bitcoin Brouhaha, Pt1 ,” cont. on pg. 15
constitute monopolists, globalist combines
and other hidden, or secret groups that prey

politically neutral agency, to handle matters
of fact regarding legislative proposals.

This office shall be a Reference Resource for
legislators when the complexity of scientific or
any specialty area becomes too great (with its

specialized language, references and so on).
This department will weaken or eliminate altogether the influence of most lobbyists.

Lobbyists cannot offer special incentives for
particular legislation, only factually true
information. A ﬁne for giving out misleading information would be levied on offenders. Subsequent offenses would be more
severe.
Sec. 3 - Anti-Trust Division of the Justice
Department will be rehabilitated, and given
broader authority. It will “bust the trusts” that

upon the social and political fabric of the
nation.
As the Anti-Trust Division becomes reactivated,
it will enforce the dismantling of bloated
monopolies and, ultimately, the demolition of
multi-nationals, nullifying all globalist manipulations. All multi-nationals and monopolistic
enterprises will be subject to prosecution for
faulty, defective, dangerous and harmful
products. All such corporate entities will be
placed into Receivership status until all
Judgements against them are executed, and
they shall have been rehabilitated as “corporate good citizens.”… n
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More details on the proposed WHO “treaty” power grab —

“By repeatedly promoting policies

Declaration of Opposition to the Proposed

that caused catastrophic eco-

International Health Regulations Amendments
Submitted by Leslie Manookian, Health
Freedom Defense Fund
Material obtained from childrenshealthdefense.org (May 27, 2022). Excerpt reprinted
as “fair use.” Retitled. Abridged. Edited for
brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow. Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets. References
omitted. Some of the material appeared in
the May/Jun 2022 edition of Pathﬁnder,
but it is so important and so ignored by
“media” that it is included in the Jul/Aug
2022 edition as well.
No way should we comply with an evil
mandate from the usual suspects

E, THE UNDERSIGNED, oppose
the proposed amendments to the
World Health Organization’s
(WHO) existing 2005 International Health
Regulations (IHR) and stand in support of
all people’s right to health sovereignty and
self-determination.

W

The United States’ proposed amendments to the IHR are set to be considered
at the 75th World Health Assembly,
which [began] on the 22nd of May, 2022.

health surveillance system devoid of public
scrutiny or transparency, leaving open the
possibility of manufactured sources of pandemics and other emergencies.

Article 9, Section 1 | WHO may take into
account reports from sources other than
notiﬁcations or consultations and shall

assess these reports according to established
epidemiological principles and then communicate information on the event to the
State Party in whose territory the event is
allegedly occurring. Before taking any
action based on such reports, WHO shall
consult with and attempt to obtain veriﬁcation from the State Party in whose territory the event is allegedly occurring in
accordance with the procedure set forth in
Article 10.
This excision from Article 9 eliminates
consultations with the member state during
an “alleged” health emergency while placing
the WHO in a position to dictate how a State
Party must proceed within its own territorial
boundaries. This constitutes a threat to

globe, the WHO has failed in its

ance with obligations under these Regulations;

mission as global steward of public

(b) Monitoring, advising on, and/or facilitating assistance on matters relating to compliance

health and cannot be entrusted

with a view to assisting States Parties to comply

with setting policy for all citizens

with obligations under these Regulations.

One of the IHR amendments’ most
insidious changes is the creation of a
“Compliance Committee” that will serve as
the administrative and enforcement mechanism to ensure member states comply with
WHO emergency directives involving infrastructure, capital expenditures, information
gathering and implementation of emergency responses.

In sum, the IHR amendments would,
among other changes:
• Intensify the surveillance of all countries and
their citizens.
• Grant the WHO the authority to tell other member states when one member state isn’t reporting and launch punitive actions.
• Empower the WHO Director-General to declare
when and where a pandemic or “alleged”
emergency is occurring using undisclosed
sources.

The proposed amendments, however, create an
ambiguity relating to the date they become effec-

Article 10, Section 4 | If the State Party does

tive as the proposed amendments expressly

• Confer unrestricted powers to the DirectorGeneral to define and implement interventions.

not accept the offer of collaboration within
48 hours, WHO may, when justified by

• Give the WHO the ability to access and mobilize
capital in the event of a pandemic.

the date of notification by the Director-General,
whereas the existing IHR provides that amendments become effective 18 months after notification by the Director-General.

If accepted, these legally binding amendments would come into effect for all member
states except those that explicitly reject them.
Under Article 59 of the IHR, de facto approval is
assumed for any member states that fail to
reject or take reservation to the amendments.

The existing IHR, adopted in 2005,
respect the sovereignty of all member
nations. The proposed amendments, however, would expand and codify the WHO’s
authority to implement global health mandates in direct violation of national sovereignty and citizens’ rights.
These proposals attempt to eliminate
a nation’s autonomy, during times of real,
assumed or anticipated public health
emergencies, affording the WHO unilateral
power in assessing and determining a
health emergency and empowering the
WHO to dictate policy and response.

All of this comes on the heels of the
COVID-19 crisis during which the
WHO grossly mismanaged all facets of
the global health response by encouraging
economy-destroying lockdowns, suppressing early preventive treatments and
recommending interventions that have
proven to be neither safe nor effective.
Under the guise of health regulations,
these amendments would permit the
WHO to seize executive governance powers over member states, granting governing powers to unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats.

Below are just a few of the many
ambiguous and concerning provisions in the
amendments proposed by the US Dept. of
Health & Human Services on Jan. 18, 2022.
…
Article 5: Surveillance | (NEW): WHO shall
develop early warning criteria for assessing
and progressively updating the national,

self-

the magnitude of the public health risk,
immediately share with other States
Parties the information available to it,
whilst encouraging the State Party to
accept the offer of collaboration by
WHO, taking into account the views of
the State Party concerned.
Any nation rejecting the WHO’s declaration will have only 48 hours to reconsider its
position and comply,* or be subjected to
pressures from other nations and/or penalties such as economic sanctions. The views of
the affected nation will no longer be considered. [*Editor’s: Isn’t this like holding a

gun to a nation’s head… ? Extortion
papered over as legal?]
Article 12, Section 2 If the Director-General
considers, based on an assessment under
these Regulations, that a potential or actual
public health emergency of international
concern is occurring, the Director-General
shall notify all States Parties and seek to consult with the State Party.
If the Director-General determines and the
State Party are in agreement regarding this determination that the event constitutes a public
health emergency of international concern, the
Director-General shall, in accordance with the
procedure set forth in Article 49, seek the views of
the Committee established under Article 48
(hereinafter the “Emergency Committee”) on
appropriate temporary recommendations.

Article 12 creates a new subclass of
health emergency empowering the WHO
Director-General to unilaterally trigger
pandemic protocols based on mere supposition of a “potential” threat. The stipulation that a nation must agree with the
Director-General’s assessment is eliminated. Distant bureaucrats would be empow-

ered to enact health policy not only for
entire nations, but by extension for individuals – irrespective of the wishes of the
nation or the people.

NEW Chapter IV (Article 53 bis-quater): The

and mental damage acrss the

by WHO and States Parties relating to compli-

national
sovereignty
determination.

state they will become effective six months after

and

nomic, social, physical, emotional

This power grab by the WHO, its donors,
and stakeholders represents a direct attack
on the political and economic sovereignty
of all nations and their citizens.
By repeatedly promoting policies that
caused catastrophic economic, social, physical,
emotional and mental damage across the
globe, the WHO has failed in its mission as
global steward of public health and cannot be
entrusted with setting policy for all citizens of
the world.

Of note, the WHO enjoys immunity
from every form of legal action, arrest, and
searches of their papers, documents, and
facilities.

w The WHO should not be allocated more
money, power, or authority nor should it be
allowed to further control the world’s health
agenda or implement biosecurity measures.

of the world.”
w Global agreements brokered by unelected,
unaccountable bureaucrats must never be
permitted to rule any nation.
w It is imperative that each nation and territory retain its sovereignty, especially during
times of crisis, so that the entire global community can be protected from globally
directed policies that primarily beneﬁt powerful ﬁnancial and ideological stakeholders.
w The undersigned respectfully request that all
nations and their representatives repudiate
such agreements.

w We strongly oppose the proposed IHR amendments which would require nations and their
citizens to adhere to the dictates of an unaccountable global body.

w We oppose any involvement in a treaty,
agreement, or other legally binding global document that would hinder any nation’s sovereignty in the area of public health.

w We assert that nations and their citizens are
best-positioned and -equipped to make health
decisions appropriate to their communities.

w We demand that the people of each nation be
in charge of determining their response to
health crises.

As citizens of the world, we defend the
rights, freedoms, and privacy of all members of the global community by calling for
the rejection of the IHR amendments and
the WHO’s attempt to usurp the power and
authority of health policy from its rightful
place – at home amongst the people.
On May 18, 2022, this declaration was
authored and signed by,
Leslie Manookian
Health Freedom Defense Fund

“Klaus, WEF, Transhuman,”cont from pg. 11
If the Canadian government does not
announce a complete end to the Covid charade
and all related restrictions by June 1, 2022, we
will dispatch special forces and other agents to
enforce the Nuremberg Laws to the extent
required. Our agents are already on site and
waiting for our instructions.

These are the Canadian traitors who need
to be rounded up and brought for questioning.

pushing for mass starvation. “The RothschildAngelli-owned ‘Economist’ already knows
what’s coming. They’re part of making it happen,” says a Mossad source. …

By some estimates, four-ﬁfths of the world’s
population live in countries that are net
importers of food. …

MI6 promises: We’ve cleaned up Australia, so
we can do the same for Canada.

Mossad-affiliated propaganda site Debka
adds that it:

According to MI6, the new Australian govern-

predicts famine in at least 36 countries, with

ment led by Anthony Albanese* will put an
end to Covid-fascism there.
*Editor’s note: I asked a friend living in Australia
about Albanese and whether he did as was
suggested by the above source, and she
informs me that Albanese is full-in with the WEF
and is carrying on with the obvious fascism there.
So, that puts the above MI6 source’s information in doubt. Always mix a grain of salt in
with declarations from “insider sources,” often
containing more than a grain of truth. The trick

Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar, Pakistan, Indonesia,
Jordan, Malayia, Thailand and [other] parts of
Africa hardest hit. … [Ed’s note: These are

also places where “leaders” have cut down
their forests.]

[Groups headed by those with connections
to the Rothschilds Rockefellars, and Illuminati operatives, are attempting a virtual takeover of
Switzerland.]

– The Swiss government is
involved, deploying 5,000 military personnel
and thousands of police officers while Swiss Air

is applying one’s “truth detector” and check
sources - not the mass-media-controlled
sources, but others. The more you find out from
reliable sources, the better.

a “no-fly zone” during elite globalist sum-

Force jets constantly circle the event to enforce

mits…

regional, or global risk posed by an event of

Compliance Committee

unknown causes or sources.

1. The State Parties shall establish a Compliance
Committee that shall be responsible for:

In any case, the KM [Khazarian Maﬁa],

this attempted global power grab means that

(a) Considering information submitted to it

knowing their pandemic plan is failing, are now

Switzerland is no longer a neutral country.

In practice this would accord the WHO
unilateral authority to enact a universal

page 12
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How Pharma manufactures mass shootings…

Psycho Meds, War Games, and Mass Shootings
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola Fact
Checked, mercola.com (Jun. 16, 2022)
Material obtained from above site. Excerpt
reprinted as “fair use.” Retitled. Abridged.
Edited for brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets.
References omitted.

W

hile many have bought into the
simplistic idea that availability
of firearms is the cause of mass

shootings, a number of experts have pointed out a more uncomfortable truth, which is

Ignoring what’s going on in the
heads of these psychopaths not only
allows mass shootings to continue, it leads
to misguided gun control laws that violate
the Second Amendment and negate the
rights of law-abiding US citizens.
As Jeff Snyder put it in The
Washington Times:
But to ban guns because criminals use them is
to tell the innocent and law-abiding that their
rights and liberties depend not on their own
conduct, but on the conduct of the guilty and
the lawless, and that the law will permit them
to have only such rights and liberties as the
lawless will allow.

that mass shootings are far more likely
the result of how we’ve been [treating]
mental illness, depression and behavioral
problems.
An article written by Molly Carter, initially published on ammo.com [date
unknown], republished by The Libertarian
Inst. in May 2019, and psychreg.org in late
January 2021, noted:

Thoughts, emotions and a variety of environmental factors play into the manifestation of violence, but mental illness by

According to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), a mass murder occurs
when at least four people are murdered, not
including the shooter … during a single
incident …

mental health does enter the mass shooter
discussion, the issue of antidepressants,
speciﬁcally, is rarely mentioned.
The fact is, depression per se rarely
results in violence. Only after antidepres-

Seemingly every time a mass shooting
occurs … the anti-gun media and politicians have a knee-jerk response – they
blame the tragedy solely on the tool used,
namely ﬁrearms, and focus all of their proposed “solutions’ on more laws, ignoring that
the murderer already broke numerous laws
when they committed their atrocity.
Facts matter when addressing such an
emotionally charged topic, and more gun
control legislation has shown that lawabiding Americans who own guns are NOT
the problem. …
According to the Crime Prevention
Research Center, 97.8% of public shoot-

ings occur in “gun-free zones” and “gunfree zones” are the epitome of the core
philosophical tenet of gun control …
[Yet, no matter how many people debate
the gun issue as the “cause” of mass shootings,
a real issue behind mass shootings concerns
prescription drugs.]

The Elephant in the Room: Antidepressants

itself cannot account for the massive rise in
mass murder – unless you include antidepressants in the equation. Yet even when

sants became commonplace did mass
shootings take off, and many mass shooters have been shown to be on antidepressants.
Prozac, released in 1987, was the ﬁrst
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI) to be approved for depression and
anxiety. Only two years earlier, direct-to-consumer advertising had been legalized. In the
mid-1990s, the FDA loosened regulations,
direct-to-consumer ads for SSRIs exploded

and, with it, prescriptions for SSRIs.
In 1989, just two years after Prozac
came to market, Joseph Wesbecker shot
20 of his coworkers, killing nine. He had been
on Prozac for one month, and the survivors
of the drug-induced attack sued Eli Lilly, the
maker of Prozac. Since then, antidepressant
use and mass shootings have both risen, more
or less in tandem.
In the two decades between 1988 and
2008, antidepressant use in the US rose by
400%, and by 2010, 11% of the US popu-

port was blown up last week, Russian FSB

lation over the age of 12 were on an antidepressant prescription.
In 1982, [before] Prozac, there was
one mass shooting in the US. In 1984, there

sources say. …

were two incidents and in 1986 – the year

Because of this, a weapons depot at Geneva air-

up with a headache, decided to skip school and
went back to bed.

Some time later, he got up, took a rifle
hostage at gunpoint. He later claimed he had
no recollection of anything that happened after

Conclusion: Depression overdiagnosis and

he went back to bed that morning.

overtreatment is common in community settings in the USA. There is a need for improved

The Risks Are Clear The risks of psychiatric
disturbances are so clear, ever since midOctober 2004, all antidepressants in the
US must include a black box warning that
the drug can cause suicidal thoughts and
behaviors, especially in those younger
than 25, and that:

targeting of diagnosis and treatments of
depression and other mental disorders in
these settings.

Anxiety, agitation, panic attacks, insomnia, irritability, hostility (aggressiveness), impulsivi-

ty, akathisia (psychomotor restlessness),
hypomania, and mania have been reported in
adult and pediatric patients being treated with
antidepressants for major depressive disorder

as well as for other indications, both psychiatric and nonpsychiatric.
SSRIs can also cause emotional blunting
and detachment, such that patients report
“not feeling” or “not caring” about anything or anyone, as well as psychosis and
hallucinations. All of these side effects can
contribute to someone acting out an
unthinkable violent crime.
In one review of 484 drugs in the FDA’s

account for
78.8% of all cases of violence against others, and 11 of those drugs were antidepressants. [Ed’s: That’s about 1/3 of all
violent acts against others.]

database, 31 were found to

The researchers concluded that violence
against others was a “genuine and serious
adverse drug event” and that of the drugs analyzed, SSRI antidepressants and the smoking

cessation medication, varenicline (Chantix),
had the strongest associations.

The top-ﬁve most dangerous SSRIs were:
Fluoxetine (Prozac), which increased aggressive
behavior 10.9 times
Paroxetine (Paxil), which increased violent
behavior 10.3 times
Fluvoxamine (Luvox), which increased violent
behavior 8.4 times
Venlafaxine (Effexor), which increased violent
behavior 8.3 times
Desvenlafaxine (Pristiq), which increased violent behavior 7.9 times

ed boycotting these criminals, so in the rest

three mass shootings per year remained the

of the Western countries they still control [e.g.,

norm up until 1999, when it jumped to five.

ify, you must experience five or more of the fol-

England, France, Canada, Australia, the US], we

How can we possibly ignore the connec-

lowing symptoms, most of the day, every day,

can expect hyperinflation, power outages,

tion between rampant use of drugs known to

for two weeks or more, and the symptoms

fuel shortages, market collapses and social

directly cause violent behavior and the rise in

must be severe enough to interfere with nor-

unrest in the next few months when their con-

mass shootings?

mal everyday functioning [in alpha order]:

trol grid collapses.

Another jump took place in 2012,
when there were seven mass shootings.

— Once they are finally

defeated, their ability to suppress technology
will end and a new age will begin.

…

Project Blue Beam Wrap-up According to the
secret space program folks, and other sources,

[here] is the real reason the KM were
unable to start an all-out nuclear war:
Nuclear missiles were shut down by UFOs within eight days and that’s well documented and
there’s eyewitness testimony. [Robert Salas, the
acting commander of a secret underground
launch control facility at Malmstrom Air Force
Base in Montana, told The Sun Online. …
In the meantime, we must take care of cleaning
up this reality, which means that we must now

do something against the criminals [who]
gathered in Davos, Switzerland. n

Prozac was released – there was one. One to

And while the annual count has gone up
and down from year to year, there’s been
a clear trend of an increased number of
mass shootings post-2012. Over time, mass
shootings have also gotten larger, with more
people getting injured or killed per incident.
Suicidal ideation, violence and homicidal ideation are all known side effects of
these drugs. Sometimes, the drugs disrupt
brain function so dramatically the perpetrator
can’t even remember what they did.
For example, in 2001, a 16-year-old
high schooler was prescribed Effexor, starting
off at 40 milligrams and moving up to 300
mg over the course of three weeks. On the
first day of taking a 300-mg dose, the boy woke

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

(DSM-5) criteria, and among older
adults, that ratio was even lower. Only
14.3% of those aged 65 and older met the
diagnostic criteria. …

to his high school and held 23 classmates

Depression Is Vastly Overdiagnosed In her
article, Carter also reviewed the clinical
determinants for a diagnosis of clinical
depression warranting medication. To qual-

In any case, the whole world has start-

The reality is that a majority of patients
who receive a depression diagnosis and
subsequent prescription for an antidepressant do not, in fact, qualify. In one study,
only 38.4% actually met the Diagnostic

u Anxiety
u Fatigue
u Feeling hopeless … worthless … helpless
u Feeling ‘empty’ … guilty
u Irritable
u Lack of energy
u Loss of interest in hobbies
u Restlessness
u Sadness
u Slow talking and moving
u Trouble concentrating
u Abnormal sleep patterns, whether sleeping too much or not enough
u Abnormal weight changes, either eating
too much or having no appetite
u Thoughts of death or suicide

Do ‘War Games’ Play a Role? Aside from
antidepressants, another factor that gets
ignored is the inﬂuence of shooting simulations, i.e., violent video games. How
does the military train soldiers for war?
Through simulations. With the proliferation
of video games involving indiscriminate violence, should we be surprised when this “training” is then put into practice? …
As noted by Centrical, some of the
[results] of simulations training include:

top

w Allowing you to practice genuine real-life scenarios and responses

w Repetition of content, which boosts knowledge
retention

w Personalization and diversification, so you can
learn from your mistakes and evaluate your
performance, thereby achieving a deeper level
of learning
In short, violent mass shooter games are the
perfect training platform for future mass shooters. … One who has spent many hours,
years even, training in simulations could

have knowledge akin to that of military personnel.

Add antidepressant side effects such
as emotional blunting and loss of impulse
control, and you have a perfect prescription for a mass casualty event.
On top of that, we, as a nation, [engage
in wars without end]. When was the last time
the US was not at war someplace? …
Even now, the US [keeps ]inserting
itself into the dispute between Russia and
Ukraine – and diplomacy isn’t the chosen conﬂict resolution tool. [No, we’re sending
more weapons to Ukraine and calling for
more violence against Russians.]
[As I’ve seen], mass shootings have far
more to do with social] norms, dangerous
medications … and the normalization of violence through entertainment and in politics,
than it does with gun laws per se.

There are likely many other factors*
as well, but these are clearly observable
phenomena known to nurture violent
behavior. … n
*Editor’s: Other factors to be considered –
toxin-ﬁlled vaccinations, lead in water and paint,
water ﬂuoridation, mercury ﬁllings, GMOs, pesticides, insecticides; industrial waste, polluted
air, water … All these produce damaged people,
whose reasoning power is often too stunted for
rational thought. An extensive detoxing regime

(water filter that removes organisms, chloroﬂuro-carbon-compounds (eg pesticides, etc)
should be deployed; air filters, removing wireless
devices and other sources of EM pollution; switch
entirely to organic food. Organic food is much
cheaper than dangerous drugs that deplete the
body’s chi.
Then, too, our social “norms” don’t usually
include strong role models . In their absence, a
default condition arises, with the child patterning
itself on who/whatever is available. But more central, perhaps, is the total lack of spirituality in the
schools, and in the home, and an over-emphasis on
materialism. v
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When what we fancy begins to fill up our living space…

NO! No More Dragons!
© 2022 by R. E. Mahoney
Article reprinted with author’s permission.
Edited for brevity, clarity and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc. in square brackets.
Some modiﬁcation.

F

irst of all let me make one thing
clear: I love dragons. Like me, most
Baby Boomers remember the ﬁrst

Image credit:
Knight and dragon
(chainat / Adobe
Stock)

dragon we loved to hate. Godzilla! King of
the Monsters! … (After all), Godzilla is
two-hundred and ﬁfty feet tall and knocks
down buildings. …
And let us not forget Puff, The Magic
Dragon… [See song lyrics following.]

The ﬁrst dragon I really loved was a
little stuffed dragon at a New Age bookstore – wherever I was doing readings.
I predicted that dragon would be
there until my birthday. “That’s nine
months!”* said the owner. “If it’s still
there I will give it to you!” … The magic
dragon was the last stuffed dragon on the
shelf.
When the owner handed it to me, he
said I must have put something on it.
Moi? Magic?
I saw an interesting poster at the pop-up

store one Christmas. It was a painting of
an old wizard confronting a black dragon
high on a tower of a castle. The dragon
looked three times as big as this wizard.
Of all the weapons that wizard could have
brought, he brings his glowing staff. To
ﬁght a dragon. Wait a minute! There was
smoke coming out of the dragon’s nose and
mouth. Make that ﬁre breathing dragon?
Well, I thought about it. Wands ARE the
suit of skill in my Tarot deck. The dragon
was backing up on a high wall, rearing
back and glaring at the wizard as if to say:
“What the hell is this [stuff].”
I bought the poster, had it framed,
and hung it over the ﬁreplace mantle in
my reading room. Of course people who
see it wondered how it all turned out.
Later I found out a little known fact
about pterodactyls. They had to launch
from a very high place AND they had to
be going forward. If they would go off
backward… it ain’t pretty.
Ah ha! Our clever wizard was trying
to get the dragon to fall backward off the
wall! Did it work? Funny you should ask.
I was at an herb and crystal store one
day. On a shelf was a pewter statue of an
old wizard. He stood about seven inches
tall and was sternly looking out holding
his trusty staff. He wore a dragon’s head
and neck like a hood. On his back he
wore the wings.
The gas company would have to

wait. I HAD to have that statue.
I took it home and set it on my mantle, front and center of the poster. It’s as if
the old wizard was saying: “Hell yes it
worked! I am wearin’ the son-of–gun!”
There must have been quite a bit of
shrinkage during the tanning process.
Interesting cultural fact: The reason
Asians have statues of cute dogs at the
entrance of their temples is so if anyone
truly evil comes along the dogs will come to
life and devour them.
Ok, cute dogs are… cute. But if something
is going to come to life when evil comes to
my house it is going to be dragons.
My ﬁrst big outside dragon was a rescue. It was hanging on the wall at a New
Age gift shop. It was a large dragon skull
with three large black horns. I asked the
manager the price. “Oh, that is a return,”
She explained. “It’s twenty-ﬁve dollars.”
Would you believe my credit card
jumped out of my wallet?
Of course I had to get a mate for it. You
can tell the females by the smaller horns.
I placed them at the top of the steps
of the front porch of my house. I strapped
them down with big black zip ties. No!
Not to keep them from getting away (like
dragon ﬁre couldn’t melt plastic). It was to

See “No More Dragons,” cont. on pg. 15

Check out my Youtube link at: youtu.be/lo3q68PZLYc

ARIES (MAR 20 – APR 19)

CANCER (JUN 21 – JUL 22)

LIBRA (SEP 21 – OCT 20)

CAPRICORN (DEC 21 – JAN 19)

As July begins, it’s the home and family – as you look
to stabilize your domestic situation and spruce up
your living quarters. The Full Moon of July 13th
brings out what changes you need to make in your
home. With the New Moon, Jul. 28th, it’s creativity,
fun, romance, and playfulness. An unresolved friendship issue could be released after the Full Moon of
Aug. 11th. Late Aug. favors skill-enhancement,
health improvement and simple organization. Make
an intention connected to work and self-improvement on the New Moon of Aug. 27th.

Early July is your time to focus on what your own
need and desires are. Relationship challenges can be
balanced after the Full Moon of July 13th. As the New
Moon, Jul. 28th, surprising developments about
what you value and how that impacts your social contacts may emerge. Moving into Aug., finances take
center stage. Resolve to tighten your budget after the
Full Moon of Aug. 11th. Financial start-ups gain
momentum as the month unfolds. As Aug. ends with
a New Moon, Aug. 27th, you’ll be motivated to take
care of paperwork, schedule adjustments and your
overall routine.

July lights up career matters. Create an inventory of
career building ideas. Then, around the Full Moon of
July 13th, see how better to balance demands of
home with work. The New Moon, Jul. 28th, sparks
group and intimate connections, courtesy of that
Taurus line-up. As Aug. comes along, use this time to
enjoy the fruits of your efforts and create memories
with good friends. The Full Moon of Aug. 11th provides clarity in a romantic relationship. Late Aug., and
the Aug. 27th New Moon, provides an ideal time for
you to let go and relax.

July is your 7th Hl, relationships, time of the year. The
Full Moon of July 13th illuminates what changes
need to be made in how you approach those closest
to you – a new beginning or an ending. The last week
of July and a New Moon Jul. 28th, provides lots of
stimulation in your closest relationships and joint
resources. The Full Moon of Aug. 11th inspires you to
make financial changes with greater insight and
authority. As Aug. ends, and a New Moon Aug. 27th,
take on something new or see about taking a trip.

LEO (JUL 23 – AUG 22)

SCORPIO (OCT 21 – NOV 20)

Your physical energy tends to be low during the first
part of July, but spiritual insights run high. Around
the Full Moon of July 13th, you could experience an
internal epiphany of sorts. Prepare for a new cycle
with the New Moon, Jul. 28th, featuring the Taurus
line-up of Mars and Uranus with the N. Node. Tough
going, stimulating. Focus on starting new projects
which reflect your creative gifts as Aug. unfolds. The
Full Moon of Aug. 11th may bring relationship shifts.
Motivation to improve matters of your financial
house comes with the New Moon on Aug. 27th.

As July begins, expand your world, if only dreaming of
other places. Your message will be heard as you speak
your truth. The Full Moon of July 13th inspires mental
clarity. The New Moon on Jul. 28th shines on the top of
your chart, i.e., career and reputation, but watch for
hard-headedess arising from the Taurus grouping.
Detour around career obstacles after the Full Moon of
Aug. 11th and steer around conflicts at home. The last
week of Aug., with a New Moon Aug. 27th is a time to
expand your social network.

Early July is that health and work sector of your chart.
Old negative habits remerge demanding corrections.
The Full Moon of July 13th may require you to simmer down and let go of unworkable ideas. Family
surprises spark a shift in routine during the last week
of July. The New Moon, Jul. 28th brings personal
relationships to the fore in a big way. Some things
may come up that challenges your status quo. The
Full Moon of Aug. 11th helps severe ties from emotional hurt. As Aug. ends, and a New Moon Aug. 27th,
relationship and financial matters are compelling.

TAURUS (APR 20 – MAY 20)
July begins under a New Moon phase helping you to
change your routine, schedule, and environment.
The July 13th Full Moon sparks heated discussions as
you speak your mind with greater confidence. The

New Moon, Jul. 28th, conflicts with Mars, Uranus,
and the N. Node converging in Taurus – inspiring
you to make radical lifestyle changes. The Full Moon
of Aug. 11th guides you to make domestic shifts first.
As Aug. ends with a New Moon Aug. 27, resolve to
take a mini-vacation. You’ll need a break, to allow
your creativity to shine.

GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUN 20)
As July begins, the uncertain economy forces you to
explore new ways to bring in extra money. The Full
Moon of July 13th illuminates a financial plan. The
New Moon, Jul. 28th, emphasizes who’s in and who’s
out in your group interactions. As Aug. ends, with a
New Moon on Aug. 27th, look towards making home
a more enticing place. Renewed family connections
offer support and solace.
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VIRGO (AUG 23 – SEPT 20)
Connections with friends and groups takes center
stage as July unfolds. The July 13th Full Moon opens
social pathways and you could meet significant new
contacts for business or pleasure. With the New
Moon, Jul. 28th, you’ll look forward to a retreat. This
is an ideal time for you to explore spiritual dimensions. Feed the soul, as physical health improves with
R&R. The Aug. 11th Full Moon inspires you to let go
of negative work habits. When the sun shifts into
your sign, during the last week of Aug., and New
Moon Aug. 27th, you feel more up for what needs to
be done.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 – FEB 18)

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 21 – DEC 20)

PISCES (FEB 19 – MAR 21)

July emphasizes 8th H. matters, intimacy and shared
resources. Be open to making emotional, psychological, or financial changes necessary to improve the spiritual foundation of your life. Insight emerges around
the Full Moon of July 13th to help you find ways to
curb financial stress. The New Moon on Jul. 28th helps
you place things in a better perspective. Late July thru
Aug. 22nd, the top of our chart, the career sector
becomes more active. The Full Moon of Aug. 11th
removes blocks related to speaking your truth. With
the New Moon on Aug. 27th, set your sights upon
making improvements in career matters.

July signals a time for you to indulge your creative
muse. A special project you have been working on
gets a boost around the Full Moon of July 13th.
Expect a radical shift in your routine during the last
week of July, with a New Moon Jul. 28th. The energy
will be on work and health, your 6th H area. Launch
any healthy practices during this time for maximum
success. The Full Moon of Aug. 11th assists you in
releasing negative habits and negative people.
Renewed and improved work and health habits are a
priority. As Aug. ends and a New Moon Aug. 27, relationship concerns take priority. n
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“No More Dragons!,” cont. from pg. 14

keep them from being stolen.
I bought some big dog muzzles to
hide the zip tie. Just for fun I hooked
some leashes on them and tied them to
the porch rail.
People ask why my dragons were
muzzled and leashed. “Well” I explain. “I
do have roommates and they will not let me
keep them in the house. I certainly can’t let
them run loose in the neighborhood, can I?”
Well, they asked. . .
So what do I want people to think? A.
I killed these dragons? or B. They just look
like that while they are dormant. Yes.
Interesting dragon fact: Asian dragons are very long and ﬂoat on air.
Which brings me to my next outside
dragon. Another rescue. I was at an estate
sale. In the backyard against a wooden
fence half buried, laid a gray statue of a
dragon. It was about three feet long and
had coils and tiny feathers along each arm
and leg. I put my foot on the statue and
gave a shove. It was very heavy.
“Yeah, I guess that cement dragon
has been back here for years.” One of the
salesman said walking up. “I just don’t
feel like carrying that damn thing to the
house.”
I stooped down and looked at the
dragon closer. It was not cement. The
dragon had been intricately carved from
gray granite.
“I’ll take twenty for it.”
What would I do with a ﬂying stone
dragon?
“OK, ten.”
I bought Paradox. He now in charge
of guarding my front yard.
Paradox was supposed to be my last
outdoor dragon. I don’t count the dragon
ﬁgurines in my reading room that I
bought over the years. I think I bought
them. I have the ﬁrst twenty dollar bill I
made as a psychic. I had it incased in a
“Bitcoin Brouhaha, Pt 1,”cont from pg. 11

square slab of plastic. It sits on my mantle.
I was looking at it the other day. Sitting
on top of the display sat a pewter dragon.
Crouched in front are two more. All three
were the same dragon in different poses.
They look cool but where they came from
I have no clue. Don’t tell anyone, but I
think they may be breeding!
I was at another New Age bookstore
showing my self-control by avoiding the
dragon section. What am I supposed to do
if one sneaks up on me? There on the ﬂoor
was a dragon looking up at me with a big
smile on his wide frog-like face. It was a
dragon statue the size of a small dog
standing next to a potted plant. The way
the little dragon was standing didn’t look
right. I looked closer… his left leg was
cocked up and it looked like he was peeing in or on the pot!
Oh! That was so wrong on so many
levels. What kind of mind conceives that
sort of thing? Who would create it? Who in
their right mind would buy that?
I bought Mr. Tinkles. He stands by a
tree in my front yard. People can walk by
and see the cute baby dragon and then
they see what he is doing. Ok, go ahead,
ask me what Mr. Tinkles does when evil
shows up. Simple. He sneaks up and pees
in their shoe. What? Dragons pee molten
rock! Who doesn’t know that? What ARE
they teaching kids in school these days?
Someone sent me a ﬂoating dragon
necklace for Christmas. I hung it on the
lamp on my dresser. It is my “Journey
Dragon.” When I turn on the lamp to get
ready to go somewhere it blesses my journey.
And that’s it! No! No More Dragons!
I mean it this time!
Author’s postscript: Oops. I bought a couple

more dragons after I wrote this.

Robert can be contacted at 816-561-1481,
or visit robertthepsyhic.com.

“We need to understand what
money actually is, and what an

I believe a successful transition requires both
preventing the control grid from coming into
place, and clawing back the money that has
been illegally taken. A ‘reset’ [more fair and

ideal currency would actually look
like and how it would function.”

to our liking is one in which an equivalent
value is returned.

Financial Concentration like Never Before Part

of the globalists’ plan is to gain control of
ALL resources, and they’ve made great strides
toward that during the last two years. The
question is, how do we get out of this situation and reclaim those resources? …
We need to understand what money
actually is, and what an ideal currency
would actually look like and how it would
function.

Fitts:
In 2017, I did a very long and serious due
diligence into Bitcoin… and I had two baskets of concerns. One related to whether or not
the Bitcoin exchanges in the industry were
doing a responsible job of communicating with
potential investors. I’m an investment adviser

and there’s a world of regulation about how
you make sure that an investor has full and
fair disclosure… the equivalent of informed
consent, in financial terms.
The cryptocurrency market is currently a
nonregulated space, which can give rise to the
absence of best practices in education and disclosure as well as fraud. Another concern is
whether or not Bitcoin will increase our freedom or simply facilitate our enslavement by a
secret system of governance by ‘Mr. Global’.

What I’ve said is that it is absolutely
important that we have a ﬁnancial system

and a currency system that is not 100% digital. So, where I think the current leadership and central bankers are going with
the ‘Going Direct Reset’ is they’re trying to get
a 100% digital control grid and literally end currencies as we know it.
They want to move us onto the smart grid, a
transaction system where they have 100% control. I call it the covert social credit system.…
They have three primary lines of control. (1) is financial carrots and sticks. (2) is
the telecommunications and media alignment,
it’s surveillance, mind control, propaganda and
education. (3) is covert operations, which can
be regulatory enforcement, taxation or … literally, covert physical intervention. …
[But whether they say they’re controlling
assets or currencies, they really control people]. … And if you look at some of the regula-

tory proposals now for crypto, that’s how
they’re going to do it. They’re going to do it by
controlling the people in their businesses.
…If we permit a 100% digital controlled
transaction system of any kind, we will concede control. Literally, it’s the end of human liberty in the West.

Looking back into time’s mists…

“Dragons be here…”
Material obtained from various sites.
Excerpts reprinted as “fair use.” Abridged.
Edited for brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets.
References omitted. Image next column, the
Red Dragon of Wales (from “onrocks.ipinimage.com).

Dragon Myths: Tales of Beasts,
Beauties, and Brutes
© by Wu Mingren
ancient-origins.net/myths-legends-europe/dragon-myths-0012715. Updated Oct. 13, 2019.
Some modiﬁcation.

THE DRAGON IS A LEGENDARY CREATURE FOUND IN MANY CULTURES
AROUND THE WORLD.
Generally speaking, the dragon is
depicted as a huge creature that has a serpent-like body with the ability to ﬂy.
Although most dragons have four legs,
some are depicted as having two legs, or
no legs at all.
In medieval European folklore, dragons have wings, breathe fire, and are normally
seen as malevolent beings.

By contrast,

in

Eastern cultures, the dragon is wingless, associated with the weather, especially rainfall and
floods, and regarded as an auspicious creature.
And there are many other varieties of
dragons around the world. …

Eastern Dragon Myths … in the East the
dragon is a benevolent creature. Dragon
kings are found in the mythology of China,
Japan, and Korea, and are believed to be

responsible for water-based weather phenomena, the most important of which
being rain.
As they brought the rains needed for
agriculture, dragon kings were highly
revered. On the other hand, a wrathful dragon
king could cause natural disasters such as
floods, typhoons, and storms, hence it was necessary to keep them happy. The dragon

kings of the East are also depicted as
anthropomorphic creatures, as they are
said to reside in palaces under the sea,
where they ruled over their sea creature
subjects. …
The Rainbow Serpent … Benevolent drag-

ons are are also found in Benin, Africa and in
Haiti… in a loa (spirit) known as AyidaWeddo. This loa is also known as the
Rainbow Serpent. Ayida-Weddo is depicted in the form of a giant snake with glittering scales. The Rainbow Serpent represents
the spirit of fertility, water, snakes, and rainbows.

According to one myth, at the beginning of time, there was a large serpent that
encircled the earth to prevent it from
crumbling. … While Eastern dragons
provided the material needs of their peo-

ples, Ayida-Weddo [and her husband,
another loa spirit] are said to have taught
humanity the great secrets of life, so that
mankind may be able to lead lives that are
more spiritually fulfilling and meaningful.

Malevolent Apep Another example of an

African dragon (from Egyptian culture) is
Apep (known also as Apophis) … depicted
as a giant serpent. Apep was a malevolent
force – the demon of chaos, destruction, and
darkness. One of the best-known myths
about Apep is his nightly battle with the Sun
God, Ra. … Ra and his followers had to
defend the Sun from the forces of the
Underworld, the most dangerous of whom
was Apep. One of Apep’s titles is ‘World
Encircler’…
North American Dragon – Piasa Bird Dragon
myths are also found in the New World. In
the US, for instance, there is a creature
known as Piasa bird, which is depicted in a
painting on a cliff face overlooking the
Mississippi River to the north of Alton, Illinois.

The earliest surviving account of the painting is provided by Jacques Marquette, a
French explorer, who saw it with his partner,
Louis Jolliet, during their trip down the
Mississippi in 1673.

Marquette wrote … that the painting of two monsters – each the size of a
calf, had deer horns on its head, red eyes, a
man’s face with a tiger’s beard, a long, serpent-like body with scales, and an extreme-

ly long tail that ended in a ﬁsh tail.
In 1836, an account of the painting,
along with its backstory, was published by
John Russell, a former professor from a
town near Alton. Russell [explained that
the creature, known as Piasa, was Illini for
‘the bird that devours men’.] … o

Some Other types of Dragons
Material from animalofthings.com/types-ofdragons/. Abridged, etc.
Dragon of the Waters (Yinglong) Yinglong is
the most seasoned of eastern dragons. It is
known as the classical Chinese dragon
with a serpentine body. … In Chinese
mythology, it is recognized as the Proper
Conduct Dragon and is the Gatekeeper of
the Waters …
Firedrake From German and Norse folk-

… I think the control will be of the
people using the technology. It will come

the ﬁredrake is usually found in a
cavern, guarding its fortune. It is a fire-

through the people, because that’s how

breathing dragon, resembling a giant snake
with enormous hooks on its front legs. …

the control grid has been built.

So, I don’t see how we permit an all-digi-

lore,

For everyone who’s interested in building a

freedom, as long as the primary hardware

better digital transaction system – and I would

and energy in and around the system, as well

argue that the current digital transaction sys-

as the people, are controlled by a secret cen-

tem could be made infinitely better than it is

World Serpent (Jormungand) Jormugand is
likewise referred to in German legends as
the World Serpent. This creature was born
of a union between Loki, the Norse Trickster
God, and a giantess. Odin … was so angered

tral governance system.” n

that he threw Jormungand into the immense sea

now – it’s inherent … to address how we are
going to get this technology working for us,
but not allow it to control us.

tal transaction system and continue to have

Bitcoin Brouhaha, Pt 2 will appear in the
Sep/Oct 2022 Pathﬁnder.

See “Dragons be here,” cont. on pg. 16

page 15
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Poet of fire, earth, air, water…

“Here there be dragons,” cont from pg. 15

To a Skylark

Midgard.

However, this
Jormungand was so greedy and ate so many fish
that he grew to a colossal size, big enough that
he could encompass the whole of Midgard.* …
encompassing

by Percy Bysshe Shelley
Obtained from poetryfoundation.org. There
is more of the poem than can be included
here, but the ﬂavor is still savory. ◊

Editor’s: Sounds a bit like a black hole, doesn’t
it? The author’s account mentioned that the
dragon bit down on his own tail – the “dragon eating its tail.” This corresponds exactly to
the Ourobouros – a motif arising out of
Egyptian and Greek lore. Astrologically and
astronomically, it is symbolic of the eclipse

Hail to thee, blithe Spirit!
Bird thou never wert,
That from Heaven, or near it,
Pourest thy full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

cycle, specifically the points along the ecliptic
where the moon’s path crosses in front of the
sun. The dragon’s head shows the place of the
the N. Node and the dragon’s tail, the S. Node.

Golden Dragon The golden dragon is a type
found in stories across various cultures,
from the Greeks to Norsemen. [See above
image.] These golden ones have long tails,
monstrous wings, two enormous metallic
horns and whiskers around the mouth.
Though fiercesome looking, these dragons
are champions against evil. They are also
wise, amicable and help heroes prevail
against their adversaries. This dragon can

also shield an individual from evil: Wear a
necklace with a picture of this powerful dragon protector, or a ring or pendant featuring
the dragon. [Ed’s: The movie, “The Never
Ending Story,” featured the Luck Dragon,
reminds me of this Golden One.]
Red Dragon of Wales The Red Dragon is so
essential to the Welsh that their national banner shows a picture of the wild winged animal
… Welsh history records dragons as of 830

in a legend concerning two dragons,
one red the other white, engaged in a
ﬁght underneath Dinas Emrys’ slope.
[Merlin enters the picure and explains that
the Red Dragon represents the Britons, and
the White Dragon invading Saxons.] o

AD

Editor’s additions
Material from worldhistory.org/Quetzal
coatl/ [pronounced: QUET-zal - co- AHTL]
Quetzalcoatl ‘Plumed Serpent’ was one of

the most important gods in ancient
Mesoamerica. A mix of bird and snake, his
name is a combination of the Nahuatl
words quetzal (the emerald plumed bird)
and coatl (serpent).
Quetzalcóatl was the god of winds
and rain, and the creator of the world and
humanity. The Feathered Serpent God
was considered the patron god of priests
and merchants as well as the god of learning,
science, agriculture, crafts and the arts. He
invented the calendar, was identified with the
Morning Star (Venus) … He was also known
as Kukulkán to the Maya, Gucumatz to the
Quiché of Guatemala, and Ehecatl to the
Gulf Coast Huastecs. … o

Melusine - Mermaid & Serpent
Mother of European Nobility
Material from ancient-origins.net/mythslegends/secret-life-melusine-mysterious-mermaid-serpent-mother-european-nobility007815. Updated Mar. 31, 2017. Note:
The legend of Melusine has been covered in
past issuesof Pathﬁnder, but is worth including here in this general discussion about
dragons.

THE LEGENDS OF MELUSINE are especially

connected with the northern and western
areas of France, Luxembourg and the Low
Countries. Her name derives from Mère
Lusine (“Mother of the Lusignans”), connecting her with Cyprus, where the French Lusignan
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Higher still and higher
From the earth thou springest
Like a cloud of ﬁre;
The blue deep thou wingest,
And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever
singest.

Above image: Golden “Luck” Dragon, from …thumbsdreamtime.com. Background by R. Jenkins

In the golden lightning
Of the sunken sun,
O'er which clouds are bright'ning,
Thou dost ﬂoat and run;
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just
begun.

royal house that ruled from 1192 to 1489
claimed to be her descendants. The legend of
Melusine, therefore, is related to the territorial
and dynastic expansion of her descendants
beyond Lusignan across the Mediterranean to
distant Armenia during the crusades (1095 –
1291).

The Fairy and the King: The Legend of Pressyne,
the Mother of Melusine One day, at the time
of the Crusades, Elynas, the King of Albany,
went hunting and saw a beautiful woman in the
forest, Pressyne. Elynas persuaded her to
marry him and she agreed. However,
Pressyne demanded a promise from him that
he must never enter her chamber when she
birthed or bathed her children.

The couple lived happily for some
time until Pressyne gave birth to triplets.
When, as one would expect to happen in
these stories, her husband broke his promise, Pressyne left the kingdom, together
with her three daughters, and traveled to
the lost Isle of Avalon where her daughters
– Melusine, Melior and Palatyne – would
grow up.
On their fifteenth birthday, the eldest

daughter, Melusine, asked her mother why she
separated them from their father and took them
to Avalon. After hearing of their father’s broken
promise, Melusine sought revenge. She ral-

lied her sisters and the three sisters captured
Elynas and trapped him in a mountain.
When she heard what her daughters have
done, Pressyne punished them for their disrespect to their father. She condemned

Melusine to take the form of a fish from
the waist down every Saturday. In other
versions of the legend, Melusine was condemned to take on the form of a serpent on
Saturdays.
More on Melusine Legend has it that a Duke

married Melusine and she forbade him to see
her in her chamber on Saturdays, but he also
broke the promise. … After discovering that
her husband knew her Saturday secret,

The pale purple even
Melts around thy ﬂight;
Like a star of Heaven,
In the broad day-light
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill
delight.
Keen as are the arrows
Of that silver sphere,
Whose intense lamp narrows
In the white dawn clear
Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there.

Melusine turned into a mermaid/serpent for
life.
Thus the Melusine stories were blurred into

All the earth and air
With thy voice is loud,
As, when night is bare,
From one lonely cloud
The moon rains out her beams, and Heaven
is overﬂow'd.

ruling customs of feudal life to provide a super-

The ruling
houses of northern France and Luxembourg took
to the stories particularly, with some claiming to be direct descendants of Melusine.
Even the Arthur legend ties in. The Lady

natural element to wielding power.

What thou art we know not;
What is most like thee?
From rainbow clouds there ﬂow not
Drops so bright to see
As from thy presence showers a rain of
melody. …

of the Lake, who produced the sword from the
water and also raised the young Lancelot, is said
to be a water nymph like Melusine.

In Czech and Slovak languages, there is
a word ‘meluzina’. It means “a wailing wind”

What objects are the fountains
Of thy happy strain?
What ﬁelds, or waves, or mountains?
What shapes of sky or plain?
What love of thine own kind? what ignorance of pain? …

and links to the idea of Melusine searching for

her children. …She was [also] the inspiration

for the character Mélisande in a play, later
adapted into a Debussy opera. Songs of the
21st century have been written or named for
her.

We look before and after,
And pine for what is not:
Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;
Our sweetest songs are those that tell of
saddest thought. …

Editor’s note: Mermaids and Changelings (as in
Celtic tales of the silkies) belong in this cate-

gory, I feel, although away down the Hall a
bit. For some reason, Starbucks took her image
for its logo. — Let’s not forget Harry Potter’s
trial with the Hungarian dragon in “The Goblet of
Fire.” There were four dragons (originally

supposed to be only three one from each of the
premiere Wizarding Schools). Four champions,
so four dragons: Chinese Fireball, Hungarian
Horntail, Norwegian Ridgeback and Swedish
Short-Snout. ◊

J.K. Rowling [b. Jul. 31, 1965, Yate, England]

Teach me half the gladness
That thy brain must know,
Such harmonious madness
From my lips would ﬂow
The world should listen then, as I am listening now. n

E

Author of the Harry Potter series, and other fantasy books.

“Wherever I am, if I’ve got a book with me, I have a place I can go and
be happy.” (azquotes.com)
“If you want to see the true measure of a man, watch how he treats
his inferiors, not his equals.” (wealthygorilla.com)

“I was set free because my greatest fear had been realized, and I still
had a daughter who I adored, and I had an old typewriter and a big
idea. And so rock bottom became a solid foundation on which I
rebuilt my life.” (ibid)
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Great disasters like Global Capitalism don’t “just happen”; they were planned –
and over a very long time…

Reader comments and more…

Metaverse (what’s really happening?)

Railroad Expansion and JP
Morgan’s Banks

Mark Zuckerberg holding up
a facebook tablet (?) in an
effort to demonstrate yet
another mind-toy that will
destroy man’s real imagination, as well as our connection to the Natural World,
and the Divine. Always trying to outdo nature, trumpeting anything artificial as
being “better” or “enhanced.”

“Morgan was heavily involved in reorganizing and consolidating a number of
financially troubled railroads [gaining] control of significant portions of
these railroads’ stock … eventually … an estimated one-sixth of America’s
rail lines …”

Real World or Metaverse?

Material obtained from above site. Excerpt
reprinted as “fair use.” Retitled. Abridged.
Edited for brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow.
Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets.
References omitted. Photo of J(ohn) P(ierpont) Morgan from internet source (b. Apr.
17, 1837).
Editor’s foreword: “Follow the money.” Always
good advice when something criminal is
going on. Railroads (and their owners) were
certainly the bloody bullies of their day: many
shootings, much conﬁscation of land, broken
treaties with Indians, all for the sake of
empire building. And behind every empire,
there are the banks and bankers. v

J.P. Morgan – Banker for Railroad
Expansion
History.com Editors (Updated Jun. 7,
2019. Original: Nov 9, 2009)
history.com/topics/19th-century/john-pierpont-morgan. Some modiﬁcation, etc.

ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL BANKERS
OF HIS ERA, J.P. (John Pierpont) Morgan
(1837-1913) financed railroads and helped
organize US Steel, General Electric and
other major corporations.*
*Editor’s Comment: These are the same “patriotic folks” spoken of so simply and eloquently by Gen. Smedley Butler (those who
armed and provided ammunitions and
material for the Germans in WWI, and who
profited from the death they worked so hard
for. (see Pathfinder, May/Jun 2022 ed.)

Submitted by V. (Jun. 8, 2022)
Letter reprinted with author’s permission.
Some modiﬁcation. Edited for brevity, clarity and/or ﬂow. Editor’s comments, etc. in
square brackets.
Editor’s foreword: Below is a submission for
those who may be looking at Metaverse as
something positive. (Not.) Thanks, Vee.

p Do you intend to live fully in the real
world or by default in ignorance?

cially troubled railroads.

In the process, he
gained control of signiﬁcant portions of
these railroads’ stock and eventually controlled an estimated one-sixth of America’s
rail lines …
[Then], in 1895, Morgan assisted in
“rescuing” [quotes

added] America’s gold

standard when he headed a banking syndicate that loaned the federal government
more than $60 million. …

[Though initially commended

for

leading Wall Street out of the 1907 financial
crisis, Morgan came under greater scrutiny], as

he

faced increasing criticism from muckrak-

ing journalists, progressive politicians and
others that he had too much power and could

manipulate the financial system for his own
gain. In 1912, Morgan was called to testify
before a congressional committee chaired by
US Rep. Arsene Pujo (1861-1939) of Louisiana
that was investigating the existence of a

“money trust,” a small cabal of elite Wall

[Born in Connecticut], J.P. followed his

Street ﬁnanciers, including Morgan, who

wealthy father into the banking business
in the late 1850s, and in 1871 formed a

allegedly colluded to control American

partnership with Philadelphia banker
Anthony Drexel. In 1895, their firm was
reorganized as J.P. Morgan & Company, a
predecessor of the modern-day ﬁnancial
giant JPMorgan Chase. …

J.P. Morgan: Banking Titan During the late

19th century, a period when the US railroad industry experienced rapid overexpansion and heated competition …
Morgan was heavily involved in reorganizing and consolidating a number of ﬁnan-

happening upon the Enterprise. Nomad could
also erase minds filled with “inferior”
thoughts. Oh boy! did Kirk and the Enterprise
crew have a time with “Nomad” ! (And then
there was the “M5” – the machine supposed to
replace starship captains. Not a pretty pic-

banking and industry
The Pujo Committee

hearings helped

bring about the creation of the Federal
Reserve System* in Dec. 1913 and spurred
passage of the Clayton Antitrust Act of
1914. n

*Editor’s comment: All part of a greater plan to
conﬁscate the nation’s wealth. People are
waking up to the fact that the “Federal
Reserve” is a private bankers’ club with membership in the Rothschild consortium of monied
interests in the private wealth department vs
public good battle.

p Will you fall to digital AI’s (Artificial
Intelligence), “Metaverse,” never able to
return to humanity?

p Will you or your children be tempted and
tricked?

p God or evil – your Ultimate Choice.
p The separation is happening soon.
p The endgame scenario of UN Agenda
2030 has been upped to 2025.
Note: Artificial Intelligence invented its own
“Secret Language” [quotes added].
Editor’s comment: How does this make you
feel? More secure? Or… not? For those who are
thinking about AI for the first time, consider viewing a movie from 1970: “Colossus: the Forbin
Project.” This movie depicted a merging of a
Russian Mega-super Computer (Guardian) with
Colossus. They joined up against, you guessed
it, ﬂawed, emotional humans. The scientists
and military folk who created the dangerous
mutant machines took a lot of inventive
avoidance to get the goods on that doubleheaded monster!
Then, there were any number of
“computer-gone-mad” stories from the
original Star Trek series. Luckily, in those
cases Capt. Kirk with “handyman” science
officer Spock was able to defang and
destroy them. Super-hackers, mount up
and ride out! (See additional info on
Metaverse following.)
In the Star Trek episode, “The Changling,”
an “Early American” deep space Voyager
probe, was damaged by a collision in space.
However, it was “rescued” and modified
by an alien race. The resultant accidental com-

ture. There was an Achilles heel of that mess
of metal and electronic circuits, however.
Kirk found it, and used it quite effectively. ◊

Has the Military Been Building the
Metaverse?
© by Andy Fawkes
halldale.com/articles/17827-has-the-military-been-building-the-metaverse

I

are mentioning the metaverse this
year. What is the metaverse, why is it

important and is the military already building it? …

Towards the end of the 20th century
as interactive 3D virtual worlds and connectivity of computers advanced, many science fiction writers and filmmakers envisaged
a future where the real and virtual worlds
would come together and sometimes be indistinguishable. In Ender’s Game (1985) the
protagonists thought they were in a simulation
whilst they were actually in combat, and in
the Matrix (1999) the majority of humans
were unaware they were in a simulation.
A term that has generally come to
deﬁne such convergence is the “metaverse”* ﬁrst coined by Neal Stephenson in
his 1992 science ﬁction novel Snow Crash.
In the novel, humans spend their time in a
“computer-generated universe that their computers draw on their goggles and pump into
their earphones … an imaginary place
known as the Metaverse.”
The attributes of the digital avatars controlled by the humans were based on their
social economic status and wealth, an extension of the physical world in digital format.
In a recent interview the [Neal
Stephenson] told the Economist:

bination of technologies was corrupted into a program to literally destroy all inferior things, (those

flawed things like humans, anything with
emotions or just grew, like flowers). Nomad
had already destroyed several planets before

“Lawrence of Arabia”: Thomas Edward (T.E.) Lawrence

t seems that most tech company CEOs

E

I was just trying to imagine what a popular
medium would look like centered on the use
of 3D graphics technology and the metaverse was my best guess as to what something
like that might look like. … n

[b. Aug. 16, 1888 (d. May 19, 1935); Tremadoc, Wales] Archeologist, scholar, linguist, military hero, writer).
Quotes from azquotes.com.

“It is difficult to keep quiet when everything is being done wrong, but the less you
lose your temper the greater your advantage. Also then you will not go mad yourself.”

“Misery, anger, indignation, discomfort - those conditions produce literature.
Contentment — never. So there you are.”
“Nine-tenths of tactics are certain, and taught in books: but the irrational tenth is like
the kingfisher flashing across the pool, and that is the test of generals.”

Dearest Thomas,
I must remind you
of that fleeting sense
of joy, exultation
and ecstasy also puts
itself to pen and
paper.
Don’t you think so?

“The printing press is the greatest weapon in the armoury of the modern commander.”
page 17
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5th Ray in Action (with 7th Ray flavors) …

Alan Leo, Father of Modern Astrology
that remains vibrant some 90 years later.
He shifted the focus of astrological
work from prediction to personal analysis

William Frederick Allan (Alan Leo)

Aug. 7, 1860, 5:49 am, GMT;
Westminster, England

and is responsible for articulating the …
precept that “character is destiny.”

Above image from Internet source. Found this
and liked its powerful, quiet beauty. Saddled by
a warrior woman for combat, but not yet fierce.
Just ready.

Material obtained from astro.com. Excerpt
reprinted as “fair use.” Abridged. Edited for
brevity, clarity, and/or ﬂow. Editor’s comments, etc., in square brackets. References
omitted.
Editor’s foreword: Born William Frederick
Allan, Leo paved the way for an analysis of

personality through the lens of astrology.
Indeed, he lighted whole hallways of lights
for others to follow.

B

ritish astrologer, businessman and
author [William Allan], is considered the father of modern astrology. Leo wrote a series of astrological textbooks, founded a successful astrology
magazine, and established an organization

Brought up by his mother in difficult
circumstances. Alan Leo had no formal education beyond grade school. He worked in
various jobs until becoming a traveling
salesman. In 1885, Leo began studying
astrology and met F.W. Lacey (Aphorel) and
Walter Gorn Old (Sepharial), members of
the inner circle of the Theosophical Society.
Through them, he met Madame Blavatsky
[another Leo] and became a Theosophist
himself. He kept his day job as a salesman,
until 1898 according to “The Astrology
Encyclopedia.”
Using the professional name of Alan
Leo, he and Lacey decided on Nov. 12,
1889 to launch The Astrologer’s Magazine,
later renamed Modern Astrology. Choosing
a publication date of July 20, 1890, they
gave away free horoscopes to subscribers.
In the four years between 1890 and 1894,
they dispatched more than 4,000 written
horoscopes. [Ed’s: And these were hand-calculated, unlike the astrologer of today who
relies on chart calculation programs.]
When Lacey withdrew in 1894 to pursue other interests, Leo became the sole pro-

kindles a great light in the

ship that was said to be platonic.

By 1898, the magazine was doing so well

Astrology Publishing Company grew

steadily
and built up a big business in astrological
materials. In the early 1900s, he wrote several substantial books as well as a number
of short works on astrology. His books were so
popular that they were repeatedly reprinted, and

torches in the dark streets

Through his publications and tireless
efforts, Alan Leo became so widely known

of life for men to see by. The

that he created renewed interest in astrolo-

saint is the man who walks

astrologers who came before him. Whether by

—Felix Adler (1851-1933),
German-American
educator and reformer

In the first case, in
May 1914, he was acquitted on a technicality.
The following year, 1915, Leo established

for “fortune-telling.”

Theosophical Society, and two years later he

placed an ad. They married in 1896, a relation-

almost a century later they are still in print.

the world, himself a light.”

Amidst his success, he was twice prosecuted

the London Astrological Lodge of the

world, who sets up blazing

through the dark paths of

and how we develop our character
says more about our “destiny” than cold, often
sterile predictive technique. Predictions must
only serve as warnings or alerts: the freedom
to choose how to respond to circumstances,
and how our character helps determine what
choices we’ll likely choose prepares our road
ahead. And so, our destiny follows. ◊
Destiny,”

became a new subscriber to his magazine and

give his full energies to astrology. His Modern

“The hero is the one who

Heraclitus famously said, “Character is

prietor. He met his future wife, Bessie, when she

that Leo was able to abandon his sales job and

Quote:

*Editor’s: After all, Greek philosopher,

gy, but with a different emphasis than
inclination, philosophy or events of his era, Leo

emphasized character [delineation] rather
than prediction.*

QR S

was brought back into court on a second
case.
In July 1917 he was fined £25 pounds,

[present value, $1,924.98]*. Alan Leo died on
August 30, 1917, 10 am in Bude, England, just

[His
wife,] Bessie published his autobiography
after his death, in 1919. [*Calculated from
uwyo.edu/numimage/currency%20conversion.htm]
one month after his second court case.

Editor’s postscript: His writing style is
thankfully free of a lot of the heavy-handed
forebodings that characterized astrological
works before him. For those who want to
check out the works of Alan Leo, still in
print and available, you might try Barnes
and Noble as they list a number on their
website, barnesandnoble.com/s/Alan Leo.
From biblio.co.uk, a partial listing of
works by Alan Leo:
Casting the Horoscope
Astrology for All
The Key to your Own Nativity
Esoteric Astrology
The Progressed Horoscope
The Art of Synthesis
How to Judge a Nativity
Practical Astrology
Symbolism and Astrology
Horary Astrology

Quick Read – Alan Leo
Fire: Here we have an emphasis in ﬁre signs, with

Leo and Aries clusters. Saturn rises in Leo, following along up the chart: Mercury, Sun, Jupiter and S.
Node. In Aries: Moon, Pallas, Pt. of Fortune.
Air: Chiron retro. in Aquarius on the Descendant,
accompanies points, the N. Node. Ceres, Uranus in
Gemini.
Earth: Juno retro. in Capricorn, along with Mars
(exalted in Capricorn). Pluto is in Taurus close to
the MC.
Water: Vesta, Venus are in Cancer; Neptune is in
Pisces.

(those in signs they rule): Sun,
Neptune, and compatible Planet-Sign placements,
e.g., Uranus in Air sign Gemini. Jupiter, a “ﬁre”
planet in Leo, fixed fire.
Dignified planets

Other: Venus likes being in water signs – “going with
the ﬂow,” and is with the virtue loving asteroid, Vesta
in Cancer, raising her devotional quality to a high
level on the emotional level. It’s opposite, though,
to Mars in Capricorn, making for some difficulties
and/or sparks between the sexes (?).
Saturn-Mercury contacts make for difficult, restraining influences, but deep, thoughtful. And
that Saturn is rising: the planet of form vs the urge
to self-aggrandize (Sun-Jupiter). He was able to
channel those Aries/Leo fire sign planets into writing
books, and into serious esoteric studies.
Saturn-Sun-Jupiter opposite Chiron (the hurting
place than can bring a healing crisis) shows a willingness to attract controversial partnerships, but
also bringing sudden developments in matters
concerning his career (courtesy of his Uranus in
Gemini, 10th H) – some beneﬁcial, some not.
His Mars-Vesta, 5th H. in Capricorn shows a love of
turning what was at ﬁrst only a hobby (astrology)
to very good account, excelling his expectations.
(The 5th H. is the house of delightful activities of
one kind or another.) Also, though that Mars

squares his Moon-Pallas-Pt. of Fortune in Aries in the
9th H. of publishing and higher mind, it picks up
help from the trine to Pluto in Taurus, also in the 9th
H. His waning Sun-Jupiter conj. (Jupiter, the planet ruling the 5th H., and the natural ruler of the 9th
H), certainly encourages writing, higher thought,

and publishing deﬁnitely indicated. And lots of
fun for him (except for the pointy-headed trials
imposed by narrow-minded legal folks of the 7th
H, in Aquarius, no less). What can happen when
the Aquarian leans back into rigid mental spheres,
as it did and still does in many cities with anti-fortune telling laws on their books. Aquarius tends to
aggregate and enforce a “prevailing opinion,”
group-think, and structures that codify thought, i.e.,

whatever the consensus happens to be.
Anyway, he has a whole-sign trine in water
signs, Venus and Neptune, emphasizing those
beautiful sentiments and desire for harmony
among people. Not bad for a Leo without much formal education! v

Planet Symbols
Sun A | Moon a | Mercury b | Venus c |Mars d | Jupiter e | Saturn f | Uranus g
Neptune h | Pluto i n Major asteroids: Chiron l | Ceres o | Athena m | Juno n | Vesta p
AAries B Taurus
G Libra H Scorpio
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Sign Symbols
C Gemini
D Cancer
E Leo
F Virgo
I Sagittarius J Capricorn K Aquarius L Pisces
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Homage to …

Leo – a light to others, or just gunning for glory
Napoleon Aug. 18, 1769, 6:17 pm, Ajaccio, Corsica
(island just off S. France). (Military stragegist, glory
seeker, Emperor of France.)

“Great ambition is the passion of a great character.
Those endowed with it may perform very good or very
bad acts. All depends on the principles which direct
them.”
“Until you spread your wings, you’ll have no idea how
far you can ﬂy.”
“Courage is like love; it must have hope to nourish it. “
Percy Bysshe Shelley Aug. 4, 1792, 10 pm,
Horsham, England (Romantic poet, the “poet of fire
earth air water.”)

“Soul meets soul on lovers’ lips.”
“Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the
world, and makes familiar objects be as if they were
not familiar.”
“History is a cyclic poem written by time upon the
memories of man.”
“I have drunken deep of joy, And I will taste no
other wine tonight.”
“A man, to be greatly good, must imagine intensely and comprehensively; he must put himself in the
place of another and of many others; the pains and
pleasures of his species must become his own.”
Herman Melville: Aug. 1, 1819, 11:30 pm, New
York, NY (Novelist, poet; sailor, adventurer)

“We cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand ﬁbers
connect us with our fellow men. When one reaches
out to help another he touches the face of God.”
“There is one knows not what sweet mystery about
this sea, whose gently awful stirrings seem to speak of
some hidden soul beneath.”
“It is not down in any map; true places never are.”

l u q r f b 8
d
Doc Holliday: Aug. 16, 1841, 9:05 pm, Griffin, Ga.
(Dentist, adventurer, gunfighter, card player)

“There is no normal life, there’s just life.”
“Conﬂict follows wrongdoing as surely as ﬂies follow
the herd.”
“A man like Ringo has got a great big hole, right in
the middle of him. He can never kill enough, or steal
enough, or inﬂict enough pain to ever ﬁll it. He wants
revenge. Revenge for being born.”

— RECURRING EVENT —
BRIDGES MEETING, 7-9pm. Suggested Donation of $2 - $5 per person. Coffee, tea and water
provided. Contact Ginger Routh, 314-803-5180.
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BE AN ANGEL. HELP SPREAD THE LIGHT.
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p PERSONAL/INSPIRATIONAL LINE, $12
Annie Oakley: Aug. 13, 1860, time unk, using noon.
Darke County, Oh. (Expert markswoman; met
Sitting Bull (who called her “Little Sure Shot”); traveled the West and Europe in Wild West Shows.)

“Aim for the high mark and you will hit it. … keep on
aiming and keep on shooting for only practice will
make you perfect. Finally you'll hit the bull's-eye…”
“A crowned queen was never treated with more reverence than I was by those whole-souled Western
boys… And for 17 long years I was just their little sister, sharing both their news of joy and sorrow from
home.”

p NOVENAS, RELIGIOUS MESSAGES, SPECIAL PRAYERS, from $15
p CLASSIFIED BOX: bold from $12; regular, from $10
p GROUP SUBSCRIPTION (delivered; 10 copies, per issue), $25
p DISPLAY ADS (call 314-863-2241 or email plasma@brick.net for rates)

— ASTROLOGICAL CLASSES presented by NIKKI DAVENPORT –
member Astrological Association of St. Louis

“Intermediate Astrologer’s Playshop Series”
A set of six 90 minute sessions ($25 per session, payable at celestialloomastrology.com)

I’m enclosing a check or money order for $ ___________

Monthly online through Zoom, 4pm-5:30 pm

to: Pathfinder, PO Box 300317, St. Louis, Mo. 63130

Saturdays: Jul 16

Apply towards ______________________________

Aug 20
Sep 17
Oct 15
Nov 19

-

Composite Charts
Planets Beyond Pluto
Aspect Patterns
Planetary Nodes
360º of Magic Symbols

BACK ISSUES:
HAND PRINTED ISSUE:

$3
ASK

subscr - Jul/Aug 2022

Contact Nikki, nikiastro@att.net, celestialloomastrology.com
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Pathfinder News

Pathfinder readers and supporters have said:
u I always enjoy reading Pathfinder…

u Thanks for holding their feet to the fire! (Dane Wigington, geo-

engineeringwatch.org)

u This is important for people to know…
u The Pathfinder is unique…

u Pathfinder performs such a good service to the community!

u One of the best alternative papers in the country.

u It is evident that Pathfinder was created by seekers of truth.

u Gives me something to save in every issue.
u Pathfinder may have saved my life.
u I love the Pathfinder!
u Wow, Rose! (The May/June 2020) looks great! Thanks for all your deep

and thorough research into the coronavirus. We are making a difference.
With much love and warm wishes. (Fred Burks, wantToKnow.info)

Pathfinder issues are strikingly beautiful, filled with soul-inspiring
visual works of art. … Pathfinder is for people who want the truth,
enjoy exploration and adventure of the mind and spirit, like to be
inspired, appreciate informative holistic wellness knowledge, and
are wishing to grow spiritually. This is my experience with
Pathfinder News (V.)

Join our family of supporters.
(See Subscription form inside.)

314-863-2241 | plasma@brick.net

© Original art by Rose Jenkins, “World Chakra

